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ABSTRACT 

ROXANNE KIRKWOOD 

LIMINAL SPACES IN POPULAR CULTURE: SOCIAL CHANGE THROUGH 
RHETORICAL AGENCY 

DECEMBER 2005 

This dissertation looks at how social change happens through liminal spaces which are 

created when two rhetorics, persuasive and invitational, bump up against/into each other 

in popular culture media. I use a case study of pro-anorexia websites to investigate the 

phenomena. The liminal space is created by primarily teenage girls who have developed 

and posted pro-anorexia websites. The pro-anas have created a space where people who 

happen to stumble into a social change message choose to stay and engage with the 

rhetors or leave. Because of where the rhetors are sharing their ideologies, the audience is 

allowed to choose their level of participation including total rejection. I see these spaces 

as naturally occurring as the result of a need in our current culture to negotiate complex 

and often conflicting ideologies within society and ourselves. I wish to acknowledge that 

these spaces exist and use the pro-ana websites as a starting point for a conversation 

about what is driving the creation of such spaces, the need for two rhetorics, and what we 

can learn about the state of social change from it. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Academics are losing their place as the primary educators in the twenty-first 

century. Few Americans are interested in spending their Saturday afternoon in a lecture 

hall listening to a superior-sounding intellectual discuss the effects of cultural hegemony 

on our concepts of identity. Instead, many people will head to their local megaplex to see, 

for example, the newest Oscar-winner about a white man who applies his concepts of 

"quality of life" to a rebellious young girl who no longer fits the physical ideal of popular 

society. The masses are studying popular culture, and they are witnessing social change. 

What they are not doing is looking critically at these elements, because the people who 

have often developed tools, strategies~ and theories do so to share their ideas only in 

academic settings - journals, conferences, and lecture halls - the places where those 

masses are not. While traditional academics are not the only theorists, they do comprise a 

large percentage of the population. Additionally, academics are, by the very nature of 

their jobs as teachers, social change activists. Whether their ideologies are conservative 

or liberal or anywhere else on the continuum, simply educating people, more people than 

ever in history, causes shifts in society. It causes social change. The intentional study of 

phenomena that occurs in higher education creates a space for change that rarely exists 

outside of the academy for the exact reasons listed above. It has been said college is the 

greatest time in one' s life because it is the only time that anyone actually makes people 
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think about things they do not want to or usually do not. College is the only time in many 

people's lives that new, different ideas will be presented and exploration encouraged. 

In a political climate where students believe that the First Amendment is too 

broad ('"Freedom of What?"), where the Patriot Act is believed to be in our best interest 

even when violating the fundamental rights of an American citizen, where accountability 

is not demanded for prison abuse scandals, and where we can go to war with no evidence 

linking the countries attacked with the atrocity inciting the war yet people still believe a 

connection exists, there is obviously no encouragement to challenge, to think, about how 

our everyday culture, our popular culture, is working to create social change. To be fair, 

there is some movement to study popular culture as long as it is based in religious 

doctrine - a conservative, narrowly defined one. The connections drawn upon there 

though are not based on well-rounded, well-researched decision making. In fact, the 

system is very hierarchical with the pastor, or other religious leader, interpreting the 

course of thinking and disseminating it to the general masses. In stark contradiction, most 

academic endeavors encourage, often demand, that individuals find their own sources, 

read and synthesize those, and then make educated decisions based on them. While there 

are more college students now than ever in American history, the total is still only a small 

percentage of the larger public, and this number does not address those who have not 

attended college, dropped out, or have long ago graduated and stopped their intellectual 

endeavors. This means that out of the entire American population a relatively small 

number of people are being exposed to the rigorous intellectual endeavors that are 

encouraged in colleges and universities. 
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Popular culture does not encourage critical thinking, yet some of the most 

insightful work about human interaction can be done studying it. Those public 

intellectuals who are attempting to engage with social change in popular culture follow a 

pseudo-academic pattern of presenting their ideas through venues where audiences would 

expect to find such messages: the news networks, public radio, and speech venues. These 

are places that people go to when they want to be educated or informed. There remains 

little infusion of critical thought into the daily lives of most Americans without concerted 

effort on their own part. The lack of inclusion does not rest entirely on the general 

public ' s lack of interest, but also on the part of those who are doing critical work. Public 

intellectuals and academic scholars, specifically, make little effort to share their research 

and findings with anyone outside of their own circle. Reasons and justifications abound 

for the neglect, yet, the truth remains that much of the brilliant work of these 

unintentional social activists goes unused. 

Without any intention of devaluing work of a purely aesthetic nature, there is a 

real need for scholarly work which investigates that which is not being done in other 

venues. Although there are political and entertainment critics who could comment on 

popular culture phenomena, the connections that rhetorical scholars will make will be 

quite different - and important. It is impossible to ignore personal ideologies when 

investigating any subject matter. Still, rhetorical scholars are trained to look for those 

messages which are often overlooked or misread by others. Scholars in fields such as 

disability studies, ethnic studies, and women' s studies - what could be called identity 

related studies - already seem much more inclined to delve into popular culture, perhaps 
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because their area of scholarly research is so often determined by, represented in, and 

played out through popular culture. 

One such scholar was Lennard Davis, notable in disabilities studies, who took his 

message to the public regarding the film Million Dollar Baby. described above, in the 

Chicago Tribune. In his opinion piece, Davis offers the general public five problematic 

ideologies supported by the movie: the power of pop culture to propagate ideologies, the 

history of Eastwood's resistance to concerns by the disability community, the lack of 

inclusion of people with disabilities as either participants or consultants when making 

movies about them, the fascination and fear of able-bodied people of disabled people, and 

the fantastical presentation of the lives of disabled people. While Davis certainly takes 

issue with the plot twist in the movie which is helping to garner it so much attention from 

critics, he demystifies the movie by arguing the so-called twist is merely reality for many 

and includes a patriarchal murder. His essay manages to talk with Chicago Tribune 

readers about the problems in the movie while simultaneously sharing his knowledge as 

an accomplished scholar on the subject matter. If any readers of the newspaper were 

intrigued by Davis' letter, they had been provided a starting point to learn more on their 

own. Without being forceful, Davis provided an opportunity for social change to occur. 

Davis has also presented a model for doing intellectual work publicly; do what you 

normally do, only do it in public. 

Members of a list serv for disability studies spent several weeks talking about 

Million Dollar Baby and their outrage with the same items Davis points out. And while 

the conversation was stimulating, insightful, and intelligent, it only reached other people 
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who were interested in dissecting representations such as these. By publishing his critique 

in a newspaper versus a scholarly journal or other similar source, Davis reached many of 

the people who would not have heard a differing opinion of the movie. Most people who 

saw the movie, including most of the movie critics, believed that it was an emotionally 

heartbreaking story of a man who committed a great act of kindness. Davis' short opinion 

piece in a daily paper did more to raise awareness of disability issues than the best 

scholarly sources published for the year in terms of engaging new audiences. If we 

maintain a social constructionist understanding of reality, then Davis has created social 

change just by sharing his ideas in the newspaper. For even if all of the readers of the 

essay did not agree with Davis, each had been given the opportunity to hear a different 

viewpoint in a space which was comfortable and familiar, a space which the reader 

controls. 

For scholars who are interested in intentionally creating social change, the process 

of reading, presenting, and writing about identity issues is slow, at best, and limited in 

scope. Despite the plentiful, insightful, and scholarly work into identity studies, the 

average person has not been exposed to this dialogue. The spread of this area of research 

has moved slowly even through academia compared to what it could have done if broader 

audiences were addressed. Not only does this project argue that research should be done 

on popular culture, but also that the results of it be shared through popular culture media. 

Identity scholars and rhetoricians create careers based on researching and presenting their 

work to others in their field. As teachers, as many scholars are, our pedagogies often 

center on critical thinking. Collectively these groups value the investigation of our world. 
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Why this work would be limited to small groups or special places is contradictory to the 

ideologies of our practice. 

Throughout this dissertation, I will use a case study on a group called pro

anorexics (pro-anas) to exemplify how the study of identity rhetoric is crucial to creating 

better communication. In this time of tense political controversy, rhetorical analysis is a 

vital tool for building a better world. The obligations of rhetorical scholars during this 

time of social change are evident, and each should act upon his or her duty. 

Dissertation History 

Connecting pro-anorexia websites to social change might seem an odd 

combination, but one of the goals of this dissertation is to show that social change is 

happening in a variety of places and that all of those places, especially the odd ones, 

deserve the attention of rhetoric scholars. Some of the most effective social change is not 

happening through overtly persuasive methods, which might be assumed to be the 

expected method, but rather through spaces which allow all participants an opportunity to 

participate equally in the process. And while I admit that the pro-anas have an agenda 

which is persuasive, there is a sincerity to their message. Honestly, many people do not 

like the messages of the pro-anas or even the idea that such groups exist. Even upon 

casual inquiry though, the pro-ana websites obviously offer something new, something 

interesting, and something genuine. This chapter will briefly present pro-ana messages 

and counterarguments to dominant discourses followed by a more detailed analysis in 

chapter four. 
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My introduction to the realm of pro-anorexia began while preparing for the 

Feminisms and Rhetorics conference in 2003. A colleague contacted me about creating a 

panel for the conference. We discussed various topics which would be appropriate for the 

conference, but when she mentioned pro-anorexia websites I was intrigued by the 

seemingly bizarre world of such ideologies. Pro-anorexia also sounded new and fresh; 

something that had not been talked about at every conference for the last few years. My 

colleague' s presentation would look at how pro-ana websites created by teenage girls 

fostered a sense of community and how the girls, while writing a web page, ended up 

writing themselves. I agreed to join the panel by talking about the connections to people 

with anxiety disorders and depression, in particular the use of the same drugs to treat all 

of these conditions. These people were being grouped together, by drugs at least, as 

having similar psychological origins. There had also been talk recently on a list serv 

about students and faculty with mental disorders and how these people were perceived 

and received in academia. I wanted to investigate how little society was still willing to 

accept mental disorders, as all of these conditions were called, and how claiming a "pro" 

identity could work as a strategy for social change. While advertisements on television 

and in magazines were continuously promoting the idea that mental disorders such as 

anxiety and depression were common and treatable, the rhetoric of the ads themselves 

and the interpretation by audiences was still a negative response. 

We decided to invite a third panelist to join us since most of her scholarship 

focused on rhetoric and medicine. She immediately agreed saying that she already had 

some research which would work well with the goal of the panel which was to talk about 
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the act, the power, of defining oneself instead of being named. A fourth panelist was 

added who was working on a model of how audiences respond when presented with 

social change messages. All four panelists used different angles to emphasize how pro

ana websites exemplified the power which is inherent in the creation of personal identity. 

Our panel presented a well-rounded view of pro-ana websites including the 

people who create them, the people who reject them, the people who label and categorize 

them, and the people who view them. After we all arrived at the conference and assessed 

the expectations of the attendees, we decided that a formal presentation was not the best 

way to present our topic. We wanted to really dig into this topic and thought that 

attendees of a conference called Feminisms and Rhetorics would want to as well. While 

the audience was very interested in the subject matter, their reactions were limited to 

feelings of pity or disgust for the pro-anas. Most dismissed the girls' identity claim as 

further proof of the patriarchy that young women suffer under in the United States. It 

took nearly half the session to convince the group that maybe, just maybe, the girls were 

actually asserting their agency instead of having one forced upon them. Our panel did not 

ask anyone to accept that pro-anorexia was a good choice, but rather just to consider that 

it could be a choice. We asked them to imagine the power which comes from defining 

and then naming your own experience. 

In the spring of that academic year, the same four panelists presented their 

research on pro-ana web sites at the Popular Culture and American Culture Association 

Conference. The panel was listed under a technology subject heading which we hoped 

would bring out people more familiar with online cultures in general. At this session 
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there were several men, one of whom was our panel chair, providing us a more diverse 

audience than at the previous conference. We very carefully laid out our argument, 

having learned from the previous conference where the troubling territory was, and the 

audience began a very excited and intense conversation. Most just wanted to ask 

questions and talk about the rhetoric of being pro-ana. The panel chair, however, just 

could not let go of the notion that pro-anorexia was nothing more than pathology. He 

insisted on operating only within the power structures of Western medicine and 

patriarchy. One audience member said that tobacco products were dangerous and posed 

risks, much like anorexic behavior. She then asked if he would like to ban tobacco farms 

and companies. He said he would. She, and several others, said that fortunately he did not · 

get to make decisions like that. While still struggling to understand why someone would 

choose to be pro-anorexic, most of the audience members were interested in studying the 

motives for claiming such an identity and the effects of doing so. A valuable lesson was 

learned that day, though. If various public intellectuals and scholars struggled to 

communicate about pro-anorexia, a reasonable inference would be that the American 

general public would not be ready to accept the idea that someone could engage in 

behavior that the medical community had labeled as sick and not consider themselves so. 

What a frustrating discovery, especially in an academic setting, knowing that not many 

years ago homosexuality was considered a mental disorder. I was not as disappointed that 

people were not willing to accept pro-anorexia as I was that people were so quick to 

dismiss it. 
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After these two conferences I became fascinated with the rebellious nature of pro

anas. Just because they existed they angered people, and that intrigued me. From 

preparing for the conferences, I knew that the so-called experts who worked with people 

with eating disorders were attacking pro-anas as both incompetent and dangerous - on 

popular talk shows no less (Oprah). These same people petitioned to have major search 

engines such as Yahoo! remove the pro-ana sites. I also knew that popular television 

shows like Judging Amy and Boston Public simplified pro-anorexia to a bunch of naive 

kids who needed to learn the error of their ways, and that once they had done so, no sane 

person would engage in such behavior. The emphasis on pro-anas in popular culture was 

a way to demonstrate what sick people looked like and how they should behave. Little 

room was left for other reactions to medical diagnoses, and treatment was always the 

"solution". While exploring disability studies, I began to see pro-anas and their rhetoric 

as more powerful than I had previously imagined while preparing for the conference 

presentations. First, they rejected medical diagnoses. Pro-anorexia is not so much about 

denying the practices of anorexia to claim that the term does not apply as it is about 

claiming the practices while rejecting the idea that by doing the practices a person has to 

be considered sick. Pro-anas are simultaneously claiming the behavior and rejecting the 

diagnoses. Then, they began to share how they wish to be communicated with via their 

websites. Part of this communication includes being allowed to name oneself and 

choosing to describe one's own experiences however one wants. Although short and 

limited, a history of negative representation in popular culture as people who are weak 

and helpless perpetuates the notion that anorexics are incapable of determining their own 
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fates. Pro-anas, who reject the historical narrative, begin to emerge as radical social 

change activists, activists who are working to educate the public about what it is like to 

be anorexic both good and bad. Pro-ana rhetoric is about acceptance and communication. 

It asks audience members, web surfers usually, to resist rejection and judgment. Pro-anas 

ask for people to talk with them not about them. Connections to disability studies, 

women's studies, ethnic studies, and more are evident in the desire for a personal identity 

which is not compared against a dominant other. Particularly strong were similarities to 

struggles by members of the disability community who also resist the divisive forces of 

W estem medicine and the ideologies which accompany it. I published an essay on the 

need for pro-anas to claim association to the disability community so that their voices 

would gamer more respect and thus a greater chance of being heard. 

Joining with my conference panelists again, we created a quadraphonic essay 

looking at pro-anas and their rhetoric. We investigated various aspects including body 

image throughout history and teaching tools for interrogation of difficult issues in the 

classroom. The essay is included in an edited collection of feminist cyber spaces 1. 

This dissertation is my latest foray into pro-ana rhetoric. And while this project is 

in many ways a typical case study, it also represents something much larger and more 

universal than just pro-anas. Pro-ana rhetoric is a symptom of and a genesis for social 

change related to identity. Working through examples like the pro-anas can help 

rhetoricians, social change activists, and the general public learn to communicate more 

effectively. In the final chapter, I will offer other examples of spaces for social change 
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which are created by rhetoric when groups or individuals communicate about their 

identity. 

Pro-ana History 

When I began looking at pro-ana web sites in the fall of 2003, I actually was 

coming in on the crest of the tide. The proliferation of sites and the reaction to them 

peaked around 2000 in popular media. Most scholarly endeavors, such as student theses, 

also surfaced in 2003 and 20042
. These projects, although usually somehow connected 

with rhetoric, were smaller in scale and focused on pro-anas for their own sake. The year 

2003 also provides the most scholarly research on the topic in a variety of fields. A closer 

look at pro-ana scholarship will appear in chapter two. For now, I want only to 

acknowledge that very little scholarly work has been done and popular study has been 

only judgmental and evaluative, not analytical. I also wish again to emphasize that pro

ana rhetoric is used here as an example of a larger phenomenon which requires more 

study to fully disclose the opportunities available. 

Pro-ana websites themselves have undergone changes as technology and the site 

creators improve, but the more important shift has been in the message of pro-anas. The 

ideological transformation will be referred to as the first and second-generations. The 

first-generation sites proclaimed that anorexia was a choice, a lifestyle. The web sites 

claimed that the creators were not sick, but were simply making a choice about how to 

live life. Although arguably problematic, the sites and the creators manage to align 

them:selves with women's liberation movements, an odd combination since many 
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feminists view the pro-anas as a product of patriarchy. The pro-anas extended the belief 

that a woman has the right to do whatever she wishes with/to her own body by applying 

the concept to body size, or starvation as some might say. The argument of pro-anorexia 

as a lifestyle offered many interesting areas to explore such as right to die arguments and 

the rejection of medical diagnoses. The vast majority, if not all, of criticism, public or 

academic - including my own, was based on this first-generation of sites. 

Whether first or second-generation, pro-ana's connection to disability studies 

remains strong in any claims the pro-anas make. For instance, much like many people 

with disabilities, pro-anas struggle with the stigma that comes with a medical diagnosis. 

Anorexia is often associated with young women with self esteem and control issues. As a 

countering strategy, the pro-anorexia movement is all about claiming the behaviors while 

rejecting the illness. It is about strength and choices. Most importantly, it is about being 

proud of who you are - at least the first-generation web sites are. First-generation web 

sites are also comfortable with the risks associated with being an anorexic. First

generation pro-anas accepted that there could be repercussions for their actions, including 

death from starvation, like other potentially harmful behaviors such as smoking and 

drinking. Again, the first-generation pro-anas positioned themselves with the pro-choice 

movement and said that it was their choice - not someone else's and not pathology. 

An important trend to note with first-generation pro-ana sites is how often and 

how quickly they were taken down by the creators because the creator had chosen 

recovery. Although this claim is not based on any personal knowledge of medicine, pro-
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ana scholars such as myself believe that the power of naming oneself and then accepting 

that identity makes it easier to choose recovery3. 

Within the last year or so, many pro-ana sites have adopted a different 

personality. The second-generation web sites have moved away from the claim that 

anorexia is a choice or a lifestyle. In fact, many sites adamantly reject such a theory and 

instead admit that anorexia is an illness. Far from being ready to go into rehabilitation, 

the second-generation pro-anas revel in their sickness wearing it like a badge of courage. 

Once again, the pro-anas have offered several different areas of study for scholars. First, 

the pro-anas do offer a reasonable argument for self-acceptance. Rather than suppressing 

or ignoring those things about oneself which are not desirable, pro-anas argue that you 

should accept all of yourself, even the parts you wish were not there. The pro-anas also 

talk about surviving in the disease. Often a site will say that the tips provided within the 

site are not done so to help begin an anorexic lifestyle, but rather to help people with 

anorexia maintain their goals so that they do not become too depressed or even suicidal. 

Two trends identified here carry over from first-generation web sites. The first is that 

anorexia is a disease much more akin to alcoholism than many might have believed. As 

the pro-anas present it, a person is not anorexic until she recovers from it like some 

temporary illness, but rather a person is anorexic. Like an alcoholic, an anorexic may 

experience many years of health, but could relapse at any moment and will struggle with 

the desire to begin the practice again each day. Anorexia, as portrayed by the pro-anas, is 

a life-long struggle. It is something inherent in the person (an argument they will use to 

counter that pro-ana sites will trigger the disease in others) and should be acknowledged 
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as part of the person. While I was studying first-generation sites, the idea of comparing 

anorexia to other addiction diseases such as alcoholism seemed to be existing under the 

surface of the sites, but never directly addressed. Even second-generation sites do not 

make the connection, but they do situate anorexia the same way other support groups do 

alcoholism or drug addiction. 

First- and second-generation pro-ana sites have always maintained a stance of 

support and even concern for other pro-anas. The idea that being anorexic· is better than 

being suicidal is perhaps counter-intuitive for many, but the pro-anas once again seem to 

be trying to express to the outside world how anorexia works. While most would think 

that anorexia is a form of suicide, a slow starvation, the pro-anas seem to say that eating 

such small amounts (often as a little as 300 calories a day) is actually an effort to stay 

alive. For pro-anas, allowing the body to reach a weight they would find undesirable can 

trigger even worse psychological effects than engaging in anorexic behavior. Maintaining 

very, very low body fat is a strategy for staying mentally healthy. I acknowledge that 

many medical, including psychological, experts would find this line of thought troubling, 

but I would argue it is worth the effort to really listen and engage in conversation with the 

pro-anas. They are working so hard to communicate their thinking to the outside world 

through the web pages that it is impossible to believe that they do not want to be heard. 

When people work that hard to communicate, no one, not even specialists, have the right 

to reject their ideas as pathology. 
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Project Description 

This dissertation looks at how social change happens through liminal spaces 

which are created when two rhetorics, persuasive and invitational, are simultaneously 

presented through popular culture media - something similar to what Lennard Davis did 

with his letter to the newspaper. However, these actions need to be extended to proactive 

measures as well as reactive ones. For the communication to be most effective at creating 

social change, the rhetor needs to employ both rhetorics, a controversial claim to many 

who study invitational rhetoric 4• 

I extend Sonja Foss and Karen Foss' ideas of invitational rhetoric to allow for 

greater agency on the part of the message recipient. Because of the unique space that 

websites create, a different opportunity exists for social change to happen than in 

traditional spaces such as lectures, rallies, or published texts. Mikhail Bakhtin's carnival 

theories and Michel Foucault's power structures allow me to discuss the reasons that 

rhetors, such as the pro-anas, would develop alternative methods for communication. I 

also investigate Wayne Booth's theories of listening rhetoric as a strategy for analyzing 

and communicating about identity rhetoric. A deeper explanation of how the examples 

used in this work qualify as invitational rhetoric will be provided in chapter four, but it is 

important to note that "the object of invitational rhetoric is understanding, reached as 

communicators engage in a 'sharing of worlds through words'" (Foss 7). Although "the 

goal [ of invitational rhetoric] is not to win or prove superiority but to clarify ideas - to 

achieve understanding for all participants involved in the interaction," spaces can be 

created where a rhetor intends to encourage interaction and clarification as well as 
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advance an agenda (7). In this space, Anzaldua' s borderlands metaphor helps us identify 

those places where a person is both/and instead of either/or - where our identity is more 

complex than a singular component driven by one desire, such as acceptance or anger. 

Bakhtin tells us that the interaction of these parts causes change, change in the self and in 

others, while Foucault helps us see the affects of power in those interactions; The place 

where all of these influences converge and create a space where two rhetorics can exist is 

a type of liminal space - a space where change is happening: a space between two states 

that is in transition although the end result is yet undetermined. Victor Turner' s research 

into liminal spaces will help to create a model for investigation of other occurrences 

which will be addressed in chapter five. 

Pro-ana websites serve as a research model, through case study, of the liminal 

spaces which allow for different social change. A liminal space has been created 

primarily by teenage girls who develop pro-anorexia websites devoted to the self

acceptance of their lives and reduction of criticism they receive. They have shaped a 

space where people who happen to stumble onto their message by surfing the web can 

choose to stay and engage with the rhetors or leave. Because of the context and medium 

through which the rhetors share their messages, the audience is allowed to choose its own 

level of participation including total rejection. Further, because the audience has the 

choice to stay or leave, engage or ignore, the rhetor is more limited than traditional 

venues where social change messages are shared. Therefore, the three important qualities 

which define a liminal space for social change are (1) the inputting of two rhetorics into 

the message, (2) the delivery of the message in a safe and comfortable medium, and (3) 
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the agency of the audience to accept or reject/ignore or engage the message. In addition, 

the use of popular culture media as a delivery method allows for a wider variety of 

options reaching a far larger audience than ever before. 

The pro-anas are operating out of a starting point of love, love for themselves and 

love for the pro-ana community, hence the dual rhetorics. They are simultaneously 

oppositional to others and offering of themselves. As I will talk about later, the pro-anas 

are very aware of their portrayal in popular culture and how the general public responds 

to their messages. Comments on the websites address those who are only interested in 

ridiculing or arguing with the site creators. Most sites offer a method for communication 

from site visitors, but usually ask that those whose comments would be confrontational 

not to email or post messages. Many sites post emails from ' 'haters", as the pro-anas call 

them, so that the general public will know that these comments are neither new nor 

welcome. Some will respond publicly to these rants usually in a thoughtful and detailed 

way. The pro-ana websites offer the creators and the audience a venue for communicating 

about the experiences of anorexics. While the sites are actively trying to persuade 

audiences what the experiences of the site creators are like and how they wish to be 

communicated with, the sites also serve as an open invitation to discuss any of those 

beliefs. 

Because this is an investigative dissertation seeking to establish and describe a 

new rhetorical phenomenon, it is not suggested, at this time, that any description of 

liminal space be considered neither comprehensive nor all inclusive. Admittedly, not all 

pro-ana sites will fit within the boundaries used to create the liminal space model nor is 
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the model limited to pro-ana sites. The liminal spaces are seen as naturally occurring as 

the result of a need in our current American culture to negotiate complex and often 

conflicting ideologies within society and ourselves. The spaces exist because people are 

living in a borderland where they are negotiating and claiming an identity. This 

dissertation acknowledges that the spaces exist and offers them as a starting point for a 

conversation about what is driving the creation of such spaces, the need for two rhetorics, 

and what we can learn about the state of social change from it. For if social change is a 

dialectical process which is always occurring, then it seems that the .,liminal spaces are 

telling us something about the growing pains dialect is going through. In a world where 

people are troubled about how to acknowledge difference yet not categorize based on it, 

where people are recognizing oppressive systems but acknowledge that all systems can 

become oppressive and that systems continue to exist, where scholars are walking the line 

between structures and self, there was no choice but for new spaces that deal with these 

polarities to develop. 

The discussion of liminal spaces of social change is important because these 

spaces provide social justice advocates some insights into how American ideologies 

about oppression are changing. In fact, they seem to replicate the complicated and 

complex ways in which we are beginning to see identity and in which we are trying to 

incorporate all aspects into our cultural consciousness, our sense of self and sense of 

community. Possible topics for discussion which could emerge from looking at these 

spaces include: 
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• what does this liminal space tell us about the changing social climate of our 
culture? 

• what does this liminal space tell us about the changing use of popular culture 
industries? 

• what does this liminal space tell us about the changing representation of social 
oppression issues in pop culture? 

• how does this space fit into the conversation about social change and the 
methods used to achieve it? 

• how can we use this liminal space to map the interplay of both traditional and 
subversive discourses circulating in popular culture? 

• how do these liminal spaces promote the dialectical nature of social change? 
• in what ways does the space add to our understanding of the ways that 

hegemony and opposition influence, overlap and compete with each other? 
• what does the space suggest about the experiences of groups of people who have 

been ignored, under-represented, or misrepresented by popular culture? 
• how has the space' s reception by rhetorical critics and the reading public been 

shaped by and shaped popular culture? 

This fust chapter will serve as an introduction to and background of the dissertation 

project and pro-ana websites. All ideas presented here will be explored in depth in other 

chapters. The second chapter will review the existing literature for areas related to this 

project including, but not limited to, the study of popular culture, the criticism on pro

anorexia, and the rhetorical theories for analyzing the websites. The third chapter 

explored the methodology used to create this case study. Briefly, the method is best 

described as a grounded theory analysis of five pro-ana websites followed by a more 

loosely established rhetorical criticism based primarily on Foucault, Bakhtin, Anzaldua, 

Foss and Foss, and Booth. The fourth chapter provides the detailed analysis of the five 

pro-ana websites broken down into clusters of noted trends. The clusters allow for a 

generative approach to rhetorical criticism. Finally, the last chapter situates the case of 
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pro-anas among a larger social change trend, establishes the need for further research, 

and posits the importance of identity rhetoric. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A discussion of several areas related to this project is important for understanding 

why research on pro-anorexia websites and other liminal spaces is needed. As was stated 

in the previous chapter, the choice of pro-ana websites for the study of identity rhetoric 

and social change rests on the creation of a liminal space which is created by the rhetor's 

use of two important components: a message of identity rhetoric and the use of popular 

culture to deliver it. 

I use the term identity rhetoric to cover all of the communications which exist 

because of identity labels such as weight, age, ability/disability, sex, gender, sexuality, 

race, ethnicity, religion, and more. Any factor which defines and helps to define a 

person' s identity has meaning to that person and to others. The communication of that 

meaning is identity rhetoric. 

When establishing the importance of researching the connection between identity 

rhetoric and popular culture, I wish to investigate three main areas. First, a look at how 

popular culture has been addressed in scholarship will help explain the resistance that 

many academics still feel when operating within it. Next, it is important to see how 

identity has been addressed in both popular culture and in academic scholarship. 

Although most of the major civil rights movements occurred over thirty years ago, most 

people with identity markers of "other" status (race, disability, gender, etcetera) still feel 
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there is much work to be done. Finally, several people, some scholars and some not, are 

beginning to offer new ways of looking at identity in popular culture, such as online sub

culture research. Here it is important to lean on rhetorical strategies such as those offered 

by Wayne Booth. 

Popular Culture 

Whether or not to value popular culture as much as or in the same ways as high 

culture is a struggle for the general public as much as it is for academics. The main 

difference for the two groups is the added pressure for academics to perform for their 

home institutions in ways similar to the hard sciences which operate under very different 

research agendas. One of the goals of this dissertation is to encourage rhetoricians to 

study popular culture and then communicate their findings back through pop culture 

media in order to inform an audience that is often neglected. Great insight into issues 

surrounding identity have been developed in academic venues, but those breakthroughs 

rarely are shared in ways accessible to the general public. Because of this, most people 

will learn only about identity rhetoric issues through college classes or in searching out 

for information on their own accord. 

When I ask for academics to start sharing their work through popular culture 

avenues, I do not intend to create a type of "high-pop" as described by Jim Collins' in his 

edited collection High-Pop: Making Culture into Popular Entertainment. Turning high 

culture items like operas, art museums and Shakespeare into popular culture is not my 

intention. While a useful strategy, most of these attempts are aimed at blurring the lines 
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between working class and high class populations so that the working class can benefit 

from exposure to great works of art. I am less interested in art, at this point, than I am 

with politics. And unlike David Jackson's Entertainment and Politics: The Influence of 

Pop Culture on Young Adult Political Socialization, I am not interested as much in how 

popular culture influences culture in general as much as I am in how we can use it to 

share a message, a message of identity rhetoric. I am in no way attempting to hide the 

fact that I have a political agenda with my own work: neither do most people who are 

attempting to share a political message. The pro-ana community has a specific agenda 

which they are working towards; however, they also have a genuine intent to create 

conversation - arguably to the point of having to reconsider their own perspectives if 

presented with reasonable arguments. 

The study of modem popular culture is often ignored by academic rhetoricians. In 

fact, many scholars pride themselves on the fact that they do not indulge in popular 

culture dismissing them as intellectually and culturally inferior. Herbert J. Gans in his 

book Popular Culture and High Culture: An Analysis and Evaluation of Taste argues that, 

" ... one reason for the lack of interest in popular culture is the anticornmercial bias with 

which many scholars look at culture; they often deem it worthy of attention only if it is 

created by unpaid folk and by 'serious' artists who do not appear to think about earning a 

living" (xii). The rejection of earning a living doing the art one loves is a long and time

tested tradition. After all, some of our greatest writers and thinkers, the Sophists and 

Charles Dickens for example, earned their living by being artists. The most common 

difference is the modern need to be paid directly for such work instead of supported by a 
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benefactor. Besides, it is unreasonable not to think about how one will earn a living when 

it is a fundamental need for most people. The ridiculous standards are not only set for the 

serious artist, but also for the critics who study them. Scholarly critics will make great 

effort to share their commentary through scholarly journals or conferences, but rarely 

through profitable venues such as popular publications. 

Gans points out though that sometimes pop culture is representing more than just 

who or what is the coolest new trend. "[E]ven though popular culture does not often 

concern itself with or comment on [society's] crises, it does so at times, and it ought to be 

looked at at least from this perspective; to see what it has to say about the various crises, 

how people use and respond to what it tells them, whether this feeds back into public 

opinion and political decision making, and if so how, when, and when not" (xii). Popular 

culture is often one of the first places that the economic, political, and identity crises play 

out, but more importantly it can show when, where and how the crises are building since 

the nucleus is often someplace else. "In America and other heterogeneous societies, the 

struggles between diverse populations and interest groups over the allocation of resources 

and power are not limited to strictly economic and political issues but extend to cultural 

ones" ( Gans ·3). It is in the space of the cultural issues that most people reside in day to 

day, only manifesting in the economic and political when their voices are not heard any 

other way. An urgent need exists, then, to study those cultural issues which can lead to 

more material and/or physical problems. Few people are better trained to read those 

cultural messages, those heard and those ignored, than rhetoricians. Rhetoricians are 
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obligated, in a sense, to look for cultural issues and address them before they multiply in 

other forms creating a resource and/or power struggle. 

Fortunately, more and more people are using many different forms of cultural 

expression to explore their voices. Gans calls these multi-outlet folks "omnivores" and 

says that, "Omnivores have blossomed because more people have the time, money and 

education to choose more culture from several taste levels, making all forms and genres 

of culture potential hunting grounds for them - and for the culture suppliers serving 

them" (12). In the twenty-first century, young people, ages 13 to 25 , are mostly 

omnivores. The easy use and access to new venues for culture, including·the internet and 

cable television, in addition to traditional ones, such as the fine arts, are providing more 

diverse populations the empowerment of voice. Again, I refer to those who reject popular 

culture in all of its forms. There is a reason why bubble gum pop music is so popular; 

there are literally millions of people consuming it every day. To not study the 

consumption of genre as well as its delivery, is fool-hearted. "One major difference 

between popular culture and high culture is the size and heterogeneity of the total 

audience. High culture appeals to a small number of people, probably not more than a 

half a million in the whole country, whereas a popular television program may attract an 

audience of over 40 million" (Gans 31-32). The numbers alone demand that the study of 

popular culture be a main staple of academic inquiry. Besides, scholars are always on the 

lookout for new, virgin territory to explore. High culture, because of its long history and 

limited size, is close to tapping out its resources. On the other hand, popular culture offers 

an almost infinite number of topics to explore. 
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Resisting the study of popular culture on the belief that it represents mindless 

ramblings is unwise too. Popular culture, perhaps more so than high culture, is the result 

of someone ' s or some group' s ideologies. Gans' research on television writers revealed 

that the writers admitted "that they were always trying to insert their own moral values 

into their writing, particularly to make a moral or didactic point. If and when producers 

objected - as they sometimes did - the end result was usually a compromise, for the 

producer cannot get along without the writer, and writers, like their high culture peers, 

are reluctant to compromise their own values" (34). Armed with this confession, the 

parlance of morals and ethics through pop culture, especially in our current political 

climate, demands the critical investigation of trained rhetoricians. A concerted effort to 

establish moral and ethical norms, be they the result of the creators' or the audience ' s 

demands, further demonstrates the need for rhetorical analysis. Gans ' research also 

revealed that Americans carry their taste preferences from one genre to another. Readers 

of Harper' s and The New Yorker will like foreign movies and public television, listen to 

classical music, and eat gourmet foods. Those who like Reader's Digest will go to big 

Hollywood films, watch family comedies, listen to pop music and eat American 

homestyle cooking. In other words, the transmittal of a specific set of ethical and moral 

beliefs will be repeated over and over in various genres appealing to a pre-determined 

audience. Careful attention should be paid then to these cookie-cutter ideologies since 

less sophisticated audiences will not recognize the messages as intended for a specific 

group, but rather as a blanket generalization for all readers/listeners/viewers . 

As Barry Brummett argues in his book Rhetorical Dimensions of Popular Culture, 
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"the place and time ofrhetoric are moving inexorably from specific locales in which 

issues are debated, into the more general context of popular culture. In other words, 

rhetoric as a distinct social practice carried out during concentrated periods of speaking 

and listening, or reading and writing, is dissipating into a noisy environment teeming 

with messages" (xii). While we still use rhetoric in political and religious contexts, it's 

most common place for public discourse is popular culture. Brummett backs up my 

earlier assertion about where the general public is receiving its social change messages 

when he claims, "Today, few people go to halls or parks to hear speakers debate for an 

hour" (Brummett xii). Because of this, academics should spend a larger amount of time, 

energy and resources studying that which is right in front of us the most, that which is 

least inspected. 

In order to help establish the need for rhetorical study of pop culture, Brummett 

argues for a new interpretation of the term. "I argue that rhetoric needs to be 

conceptualized as the social function that influences and manages meaning", he says. 

"This premise is compatible with the study of the rhetoric of speeches and essays, but it 

also grounds a way of understanding rhetoric as a dimension of popular culture (xii). By 

arguing that rhetoric is more of a social function than a text, a function which has 

political and philosophical implications, the author hopes to accomplish two goals. The 

first is ''to see rhetoric as a dimension of culture rather than a kind of text should help to 

increase awareness that the apparently innocent enjoyment of popular culture is also 

participation in rhetorical struggles over how society will be ordered." The other is to 

empower those who are disadvantaged by rhetorical influences of which they have been 
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unaware because those influences hid in seemingly innocuous artifacts of culture" (xiii). 

So, Brummett implies that there are no innocent consumers of popular culture rhetoric. If 

an audience member chooses one movie over another for a Saturday afternoon outing, 

that person is helping to create society. In essence, then, every choice made in the vein of 

participating in popular culture is an act of social change. Further, the conscious study of 

rhetorical artifacts of popular culture can help to disperse the power hierarchies created 

by the social change which happened from participation. Every choice has rhetorical 

effects which establish power structures. One way to redistribute the power is through 

rhetorical analysis. This line of thinking requires rhetoric scholars to not only study 

popular culture, but to teach the general public how to do as well. 

Brummett's book is largely concerned with arguing that rhetoric should be 

defined more broadly, that rhetoric should not be limited to formal speeches, and that 

popular culture is rhetorical. In the nearly fifteen years since this book was published, I 

believe there has been enough of a shift in our definition of rhetoric and a broader 

application of the techniques of rhetorical study that I do not need to recreate yet another 

argument for using a broader interpretation of the term. I will continue, however, to echo 

Brummett's call to see popular culture as rhetorical spaces and as well as his insistence 

on a need for serious, critical study of popular culture. 

Identity 

In Jennie Livingston' s documentary Paris Is Burning, audiences are given what is 

for many the fust real glimpse of cross-dressers, transvestites, and trans-sexuals and the 
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culture which surrounds them. Livingston's real contribution to both academic study and 

popular culture was to portray the people in the film as real, with a sense of importance 

and self not usually seen in representations of this "other" lifestyle. Images of drag 

queens presented in comical situations as something to be dreaded or pitied dominate 

popular culture. In the past, groups with other "other" identity markers have faced similar 

obstacles as the pro-anas. Now it is time for this community to be shown as human and 

deserving of attention. The question of whether it is better not to be represented at all or 

to be poorly represented in popular culture always exists for any group, but especially so 

for marginalized groups. Black Americans certainly have had to deal with this dilemma, 

as has the disability community.5 

Perhaps the most frustrating part of identity representation is asserting the right to 

name one ' s own experiences. Popular culture poses some specific challenges to this right 

since although overt ideas of morality and ethics are being presented through various 

media the ideologies which frame them are often unnoticed. For many "other" identities, 

the right to name people as family is often challenged. Some American citizens, usually 

conservative Christians, believe that family is comprised of fixed components: a man, a 

woman, and their children. Other constructions of family are judged as less acceptable, 

such as single parent homes, or unacceptable, such as those with same sex partners. 

While church members often refer to their discourse community as the church family, 

they are rarely accepting of family constructions which are based solely on love and 

identity, such as those in Paris Is Burning. While the film shows families who love and 

care for each other, often in the place of blood relatives who will not, many people would 
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reject this group as a legitimate family. Currently, parts of our society are seeking ways 

through government action limit the interpretation of family by banning same sex 

marriages and gay and lesbian adoption. While the pro-anas do not go as far as creating 

mothers and fathers like the drag queens in Livingston's movie, they do exhibit signs of 

genuine care and concern for each other often reserved only for people in real (that is 

physical versus virtual) relationships. In his essay "What are you looking at?", Paul 

Burston says that "To describe the occupants of these houses as a 'pretended' family is not 

to insult them. The expression is actually a very useful one - not because these gay family 

units are in any sense less meaningful or less secure than the model sanctioned by straight 

society (indeed, in these children's experience, the opposite tends to be the case), but 

because the very phrase 'pretended family' draws attention to the terms under which all 

gay identities and relationships are routinely examined and found wanting. What Paris is 

Burning asks us to consider is whether or not such terms are really ever that useful in the 

first place, whether anything is ever simply 'real' or 'pretended"' (129). Burston 

accurately explains a key component to identity rhetoric. 

If you believe, act or function as a member of a family, then you are. That other, 

often outside, people do not recognize your role does not make it any less valuable or 

necessary - to others or yourself. As a member of society, but especially as rhetoricians, 

we cannot dismiss an identity simply because we do not fully understand it. Burston 

generously admits " ... there is a fair amount of good old-fashioned fetishism lurking 

behind the banner of queer parody. But to dismiss [drag queens] as simply 'pathetic' (as a 

reviewer in The Times did when Paris Is Burning occupied BBC2's Arena slot in 1990) is 
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to miss the point of the exercise" (130). Livingston, Burston argues, is questioning "the 

'realness' of identity itself' ( 130). If identity is merely a form of interpretation, then a 

reasonable assumption would be that any identity is real as long as it means something to 

the person claiming it. Attacking an identity marker is a way of attacking the person and 

thus further engraining a power structure. The question is not whether or not pro-anorexia 

is a good or bad idea, but rather why a person would claim such an identity. And, just as 

" ... Paris Is Burning shows us a subculture articulating its uneasy relationship with the 

wider, straight world" , the pro-anas show us an equally uneasy relationship with their 

worlds (130-131). Pro-ana websites are a way oflooking at one group's place in the 

power structure and represents their best attempt to explain how the members see their 

own position. 

On page one of A Queer Romance: Lesbians, Gay Men and Popular Culture, the 

editor says that Queer Studies is not about queer people any more than Women's Studies 

is about women. Continuing that line of thought, pro-ana studies is not really about 

anorexia. It is about the power structures which surround body identity. Pro-anas have 

done the unthinkable. They have come out as "pro" condition. Unlike the women's choice 

movement whose counter to pro-life is not pro-abortion, but rather pro-choice, a 

semantical way to divert the inevitable shock which still comes with the position in 

American culture 6: the anas have said they are pro-anorexia. First generation pro-ana 

websites claim that the purpose of pro-anorexia is to support the belief that anorexia is a 

lifestyle choice, for them, and not a disease. In other words, they are pro-choice: the 

choice to be anorexic. Second generation pro-ana websites argue that the purpose of pro-
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anorexia is to be pro-choice once an individual is living an anorexic lifestyle: the choice 

to choose recovery. While discussing the usefulness (or uselessness) of Freudian theory 

in studying popular culture, the authors of A Queer Romance argue that "popular culture 

is important because it allows the individual simply to watch, to speculate without having 

to participate. Freudian psychoanalysis suggests that merely looking can be a profound 

experience both for the looker and the looked-at" (3-4). Although I do not wish to begin a 

debate about Freudian tenets nor their application for my examples, I find it important to 

note that the simple act of watching can be quite a participatory one since the interaction 

of message and receiver causes change no matter how slight 7. All of this is to say that 

pro-anorexia probably has very little to do with anorexia and a lot more to do with being 

seen, being heard. 

For those who read a pro-ana website, the impetus could come more from being 

moved by the empowerment of communicating honestly about body identity rhetoric than 

about supporting the anorexic lifestyle. Creating a web site that claims your identity by 

naming oneself is a powerful rhetorical act, an act which could serve as a model for other 

rebellious acts. Although the pro-anas did not agree collectively on a name before posting 

their websites, the proliferation of the identity marker does imply a shared connection 

among many different people. A fact which itself incites scholarly attention. "The 

negotiations through which a group constructs a sense of collective identity and 

distinguishes itself from other groups thus provide fertile opportunities for rhetorical 

study" (Sharer 234 ). All groups who are formed around identity markers, or for whom 

identity representation is important, struggle with how to name themselves. The black 
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community has seen several different names as generational and political influences seep 

through the loosely defined group8• An investigation into the process through which the 

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) progressed to name 

itself details the importance of each and every word in the name. "An analysis of the 

processes of organizational self-naming can elucidate the rhetorical strategies and 

struggles involved in achieving collective identification, a critical process for effective 

social and political movements" (Sharer 234-235). As groups of people gather and name 

themselves, through an arduous process of considering political, cultural and economic 

concerns, individuals are left to choose which group name to apply to themselves, if any. 

Do not doubt, though, that names are powerful rhetorical tools. 

In "Bi, Butch, and Bar Dyke: Pedagogical Performances of Class, Gender, and 

Sexuality", three authors examine what effect their self-determined identity labels have 

on them professionally in the academy. The essay points out the political nature of 

identity saying " ... the writing of individual lives actively constructs culture and politics 

by establishing the narrative codes, the parameters of subject and community" (Gibson et 

al. 71). After sharing a funny little story about an encounter with a small child in a 

grocery store in which the author acknowledges that she is indeed a storyteller, she 

wonders "My stories are different from fairy tales because they represent people and 

culture in process; there is no fixed identity, no happily ever after" (71). Identity 

constructs the parameters of life, but yet identity is never fixed. We are constantly in a 

state of fluxation looking to redefine ourselves. Even though our identity markers may be 
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only temporary, at the time they exist, they are integral part of who we are, both to 

ourselves and to others. 

In "Constructing Our Identities through Online Images," Gail Hawisher reviews, 

among other work, a project done in 1998 in which she and Patricia Sullivan studied the 

online lives of 30 academic women. At one point in their online discussion, women 

started creating "faces," "picts," or "e-art." Some women loved the playfulness and 

others found it problematic. Hawisher says, "E-art was used as a platform for self

representation and for self-critique at the same time that it moved the discussion into 

areas of how one represents oneself in e-space, in one' s department, as a job candidate, or 

as an untenured faculty member" (546). Later, Hawisher extended and expanded her 

work. As new developments were discovered, she reported, "With these images, then, we 

begin to see how some in and out of the field of writing studies represent themselves on 

the Web and how they are represented .. .. we also see examples of the possibilities of the 

new media begin to provide women for activist - for forging new social arrangements by 

creating a visual discourse that startles and disturbs" (548 - 549). As the discussion of the 

pro-anas moves into their methods for delivery, it is important to note how empowering 

the method itself can be. We can create, or recreate ourselves, and use that creation not to 

soothe and comfort others, but to startle and disturb. What might be some reasons to do 

so? Simple, to get attention. If marginalized groups, in particular, carry on the status quo, 

they often remain there. By shaking up expectations, notice is taken. By using the graphic 

images of emaciated bodies on their websites, pro-anas certainly use the full range of 

options open to website creators. The images are attention-getters, often representing the 
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piece of the sites that disturbs viewers the most, but they are also visual representations of 

the messages presented on the sites. 

Identity through Popular Culture 

Strangely, when I began studying, reading, writing and presenting on pro-anas, I 

never imagined that I would argue that their position was a valid one. I have chosen 

instead to focus on the rhetorical nature of the sites. But, I found out through 

presentations at two professional conferences that I almost have to argue a pro pro-ana 

stance just to get audiences to consider listening to the rhetorical messages. The purpose 

of this dissertation is not to argue whether pro-anorexia is a valid lifestyle nor is it to 

place ethical judgment on the website creators for publishing their sites. For that reason, I 

have done very little research on the medical aspects of anorexia since I am not 

concerned with the disease or the vast majority of people who live with it. More 

importantly, this dissertation is a rhetorical study, not a medical one, which focuses on 

the liminal spaces which are created when rhetorics are used in particular ways. 

In the introduction to her book Wasted: A Memoir of Anorexia and Bulimia, 

Marya Hornbacher talks about her battle with eating disorders. She recalls collecting her 

medical records from various doctors ' offices and hospitals and seeing how she was 

described, as "chronic" and a "hopeless case" (3). Hornbacher expressed her trouble with 

these labels since she is nowhere near the person she was when she was being treated by 

those doctors. She admits she still has "an eating disorder, no question about it", but she 

claims that "it and I live in an uncomfortable state of mutual antagonism" ( 4 ). She 
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dismisses the easy discussions of eating disorder of being about control saying that, "it's 

a buzzword, reductive, categorical, a tidy way of herding people into a mental quarantine 

and saying: There. That's that" (4). Hornbacher' s book seems to both repudiate the pro

anas, ""even I would have a hard time justifying, rationally, the practice of starving 

oneself to death or feasting only to toss back the feast", and support them, "'Why so easy 

a choice, this?" and -"There are reasons why this is ·happening, and they do not lie in the 

mind alone" (4-5). But I think Hombacher' s most substantial contribution to the 

discussion of7with the pro-anas and their rhetoric is her claim that'"an eating disorder is 

not usually a phase, and it is not necessarily indicative of madness" (6). By addressing 

what she sees as two of the biggest myths surrounding eating disorders and writing a 

book about her own experiences, she denies the medical community and the general 

society the right to name her experience. She complicates the "disease", and by doing so, 

asks us to think differently about her and people like her. If a more comprehensive 

picture of anorexia and those with it is constructed, a place for those who are not willing 

or able to think of recovery as an option would have to be included. Immediately, 

Hornbacher criticizes the medical community' s need to group all anorexics and their 

experiences together. From person to person and time to time, the experiences with and in 

anorexia can vary greatly. The insistence of the professionals who specialize in eating 

disorders in treating the disease and not the person is a typical experience for many who 

have been diagnosed with a re-occurring or long-term illness9. 

Perhaps one of the most telling sources ofhow·"professionals" view anorexia, and 

those who have it, is Peggy Claude.:Pierre' s book The Secret Language of Eating 
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Disorders. The front cover of her book shows a picture of the author with the title 

Director and founder of the Montreux Clinic. There is a heading across the top reading 

--The Revolutionary New Approach to Understanding and Curing Anorexia and Bulimia" 

(my emphasis). Finally, a red sticker reads ·"As seen on ABC's 20/20". The first few 

pages of her introduction establish Claude..:Pierre as an expert because of her degree in 

psychology, her clinic and her experiences with her daughter. Although she presents 

herself as a champion for those with eating disorders, her language develops the image of 

a woman who considers herself an expert, someone who has succeeded where no one else 

could. 

Ordinarily this might not sound like a bad thing; we like our medical 

professionals to be competent, even slightly conceited. Hut, Claude..:Pierre talks about 

realizing her --mission" for --a wider public" while sitting in the bathroom worrying about 

her daughter: a pretty generous thought for a panicked mother (6). Now an expert, she 

refers to eating disorders as --a lifelong scourge" (6). That is how she claims ithas been 

viewed, to the point of allowing people to die, but of course her new plan can save them 

all; she has found the magic solution. She says the --book is written with the optimistic 

belief that man is inherently good and would wish to respond to these victims from a 

sense of social responsibility" (8 ). Yet, she continues to use language, such as the term 

··victims'\ that she acknowledges has been challenged as denying those labeled as such 

from power. I continue to take issue with those who want to --fix" others out of some 

social obligation. Have the --victims" asked for help? What about their .. illness" troubles 

people so much they feel the need to intervene? What steps have been taken to address 
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the greater social pressures that are being responded to through anorexia? Is it possible 

that anorexia is a symptom of some larger social ill? 1 realize that most of the experts 

who work with eating disorders have clocked a lot more field hours than l have, and l am 

sure they have seen severe cases which would make me shudder, but l cannot help but 

question the actions of those who develop one-size-fits-all models rather than 

approaching each person as an individual. If nothing else, the pro-anas ask, perhaps 

demand·, that we address them one-on-one - through email or blogs, many of which they 

respond· to on their sites. 

The online environments created by pro-anas, and· "other" communities, 

exemplifies the exact kind of individual thinking that American culture normally claims 

to value, except that we rarely really do. ln "Virtual Subculture? Youth, Identity an the 

Internet," Andy Bennett states that 'Through offering young people new avenues for 

communication at a global level, the Internet has been conceptualized as providing a 

potentially significant new resource for the formation of counter-hegemonic and· 

subversive strategies that were previously unachievable on such a scale" ( 162). Because 

anyone and everyone can create a website or communicate via the web, subcultures 

which were previously isolated and silenced can express their identities to whoever is 

willing to listen as evidenced· by staying on the site. All of the attention the web has 

received by not only users but also advertisers had caused some wrinkles in the freedom 

of the web. In an edited collection entitled Understanding the Web: Social, P-olitical, and 

Economic Dimensions of the Internet, Bruce K.lorfenstein claims that ~~the web has been 

organizing itself into what is looking more and more like mainstream media~~ ( 12). Hut 
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unlike mainstream media, which is still controlled primarily by a handful of mega 

corporations, the internet stilt has opportunities for individuals to create their own space, 

their own message. tS]ocial networks are springing up on the Internet. Whether via 

discussion boards or chat rooms, more social gatherings are taking place virtually than 

ever before, and this phenomenon was not particularly anticipated" ( 16). Debashis Aikat 

addresses the use of web pages for empowering people. Looking at research related to the 

subject, she claims that the internet allows individuals to express their First Amendment 

rights possibly to the point of creating a type of democracy, one where everyone has a 

right to a voice and equal access to expressing it. The pro-anas have certainly used the 

internet to share their point of view about themselves against a media onslaught in every 

possible outlet. Yet, the availability of the net has allowed them to maintain their voice 

and even spread it despite great odds. 

While simplistic reviews of the _pro-ana websites in publications like People or 

Time is not surprising, the overly ne,gative responses by _professionals in fields like 

psycholo_gy and women's studies is disheartening10. The inclusion of pro-ana research in 

publications related to these areas is appropriate and appreciated; however, their narrow 

angle view lacks the ability to see more nuanced representations of larger social 

implications. For example, in '"Nurturing Destruction: Eating Disorders Online", Jill 

Meredith Collins rails against pro-ana sites as a former anorexic11 . Collins quickly 

acknowledges and trivializes the experiences of young women when she says, ~-young 

girls crave drama in their lives" (20). Numerous _problems exist when someone attempts 

to remove the realness of experience by labeling it -"drama." However, Collins hits on a 
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very accurate pro-ana sentiment when she says, "If you have a horrible life, at least you 

know that you have a life" (20). People who have horrible lives often do not want those 

lives to change because that life is what they know, even the horrible parts. And though 

Collins is quick to pick up on this practice, she just as quickly dismisses it allowing 

anorexic practices to be accredited to the fancies of silly girls: "Girls crave validation" as 

though all people do not (20). Most tellingly though, Collins seems to believe that pro

anas would choose anorexia to improve their lives. While I might be tempted to agree 

contingently with her on this point, any chance is gone when Collins again trivializes the 

pro-anas' experiences, "Tragedy romanticizes existence, and this is exactly what young 

girls want: a romantic existence" (20). What an awfully bold statement from someone 

who does not base a line of her article on any ideas but her own, not other anorexics or 

any theory. I do not wish to deny Collins her right to her own experiences, but she does 

not get to transfer those on to entire groups of pe9ple. True, in American culture there is a 

fair amount of tragedy as a tool for romanticizing all kinds of things, but her statement 

does not show an ounce of empathy towards why someone would want to romanticize her 

life. 

Collins' ideologies represent some very troubled logic. For instance, she claims 

that after watching anti-anorexic movies in health classes, she "couldn't help but notice 

the concern friends and family held for the girl in question ... .I couldn't help but wonder 

if anyone loved me that much." She continues, ··1 needed my friends and family to prove 

their love to me. I didn't consciously develop anorexia because of this need, but I admit 

that I formed the idea" (21 ). I am certainly no psychiatrist, but it seems that watching a 
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movie did not cause Collins to question whether or not her family and friends loved her. 

If so, why does every person who watches those movies not question it and become 

anorexic to test them? Even more troubling is that the films she refers to are anti.

anorexic. Her logic would have us believe that educating people about particular 

behaviors could actually trigger them instead. Although disproved over and over, this line 

of thought is certainly what conservatives use to keep sex education out of the classrooms 

and most every place else. Fortunately though, her logic also works to clear the pro-anas 

of any fault she might want to place on them in the article since any educational attempts 

hold the same weight as pro-anorexia information. 

But really, the problem with Collins' stance, and that of many others, is that these 

people do not want to place any power whatsoever in the hands of the pro-anas. Collins 

claims that "The question is whether support for their [pro-ana] state is actually a good 

thing" (21 ). This is not simply a statement of concern for pro-ana practioners. She says, 

"very few eating disorder victims are willing to go into recovery until someone 

intervenes and insists on it" (21 ). She wraps up her article with "I am saddened and 

disgusted that the consciousness of our culture has led not only to breeding eating 

disorders in young girls, but now in allowing them to purposely nurture one another's 

harmful behavior" (my emphasis 22). Once again, Collins is clinging to the conservative 

ideologies implying that if someone engages in behavior which we find 

troubling/immoral/unethical we have the right to control and change their behavior, even 

without their consent. All of this from a publication dedicated to women, a feminist 

publication. 
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Research in the article "Pro or Con? Anorexia Nervosa and the Internet" focuses 

on quantitative data to record such information as how many pro-ana sites exist versus 

how many pro-recovery sites and what types of information are provided on the two 

types of sites (Chesley et al.). The authors claim that the pro-ana sites are "better 

organized, comprehensive, and more numerous" than pro-recovery sites and for that 

reason professionals who work with patients with eating disorders should be 

knowledgeable about both types of sites (124). I might extend their argument and suggest 

actually talking about both types of sites with patients. Contrary to Collins' implied 

ideologies above, I do not believe educating someone about a topic will cause his or her 

to engage in behavior. If a person who has chosen recovery were to know that pro-ana 

sites existed before or after treatment and no one addressed the potential dangers of 

visiting the sites, risks even the pro-anas admit to for people in recovery, then a greater 

risk for relapse appears to exist. 

Mary K Walstrom's article "'You Know, Who's the Thinnest?': Combating 

Surveillance and Creating Safety in Coping with Eating Disorders Online" does not look 

at pro-ana groups online, but instead on the power of online support groups for anorexia 

recovery. Her research, though, might help explain some of the reasons why pro-ana 

sites, and other arguably resistant group sites, exist. Walstrom' s research looks at the 

growth of Americans using internet sources for health advice, often mental health. Her 

findings back up my belief that there is still a lot of stigma attached to mental illness both 

for the individual and for social acceptance. Because of this, individuals are often 

unwilling to seek professional help or uncomfortable fully revealing themselves in groups 
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or sometimes private sessions. Online forums allow near perfect anonymity creating a 

space where individuals are often much more honest about how they really feel or what is 

going on. One subject in Walstrom's article reveals that she does not like anorexia 

support groups because she feels too fat to be considered sick and therefore unworthy of 

treatment. Walstrom also implies that members of physical reality groups can end up 

competing with each other both in language and action to prove who is sicker. Behavior 

such as this does not work to support recovery, but can actually lead to more destructive 

actions. In this space, the anorexia support groups seem more dangerous than pro-ana 

sites who while still allowing and supporting anorexic behavior are at least honest about 

their goals and objections. Perhaps this honesty is enabled by the online environment 

itself. Walstrom's research, which is based on solid scholarly work, establishes online 

support groups as extremely beneficial along with traditional therapy. If placed along a 

continuum, pro-ana sites might be plotted before online anorexia support groups. As the 

authors of the article above established, pro-recovery sites are not as numerous or well 

developed as pro-ana sites. Since many second generation sites links and sources for 

recovery, perhaps a person who is visiting a pro-ana site and thinking about choosing 

recovery would choose to visit a pro-recovery site leading to online support and 

eventually traditional therapy. At any rate, the pro-ana sites seem to be working within a 

larger culture of choosing one's own type of support. 

"The Ana Sanctuary: Women's Pro-Anorexia Narratives in Cyberspace" by 

Karen Dias validates the stories of pro-anas through the websites. Leaning on women's 

studies scholarship, Dias argues that "Just as the body is a site of struggle (and 
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resistance), so too there are struggles over where and how women's stories of their body 

can be told"(?). Dias carefully does not address whether or not pro-ana sites are 

dangerous, positive or any other value judgment label, but rather focuses on women's 

right to tell their stories how they like, where they like. This article goes a long way 

towards demonstrating how scholars and the general public can begin to talk about pro

anorexia without evaluating the people. 

Liminality 

What is perhaps most important to this dissertation is the belief that the pro-anas 

are creating a liminal space with their websites. I have explained briefly in the first 

chapter how I see this space being created, and I will discuss it more in depth later, but 

for now I would like to explain where this concept of liminal space is coming from. In his 

book Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human Society, Victor Turner 

recalls the work of Van Dennep and tells of Van Dennep' s "striking discovery when he 

demonstrated, in his comparative work on rites of passage, that human culture had 

become cognizant of a tripartite movement in space-time. His focus was restricted to 

ritual, but his paradigm covers many extra-ritual processes. He insisted that in all 

ritualized movement there was at least a moment when those being moved in accordance 

with a cultural script were liberated from normative demands, when there were, indeed, 

betwixt and between successive lodgments in jural political systems. In this gap between 

ordered worlds almost anything is possible" (13 ). The place between states, the place of 
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change is the primary focal point created when particular messages of identity rhetoric 

are shared in particular ways. 

Identity rhetoric has an element of realness that no other form of rhetoric has 

because its genesis is in the self. Identity rhetoric is the basic need to express the self, 

including naming and describing, that drives the initial delivery of the message. Realizing 

and expressing that identity causes change in the self creating a perpetual state of 

liminality. In other words, people are in a constant state of knowing who they are and 

trying to determine who they are. Identities shift and change becoming more or less 

important depending on time and place. "In this interim of 'liminality,' the possibility 

exists of standing aside not only from one's own social position but from all social 

positions and of formulating a potentially unlimited series of alternative social 

arrangements" (13-14). The creation of alternative social arrangements causes the rhetor 

to engage in more traditional uses of rhetoric: to persuade others that one's own 

understanding of identity is valid. At the same time, the effort to discover one's own 

identity leads to a genuine invitation to people and to ideas to communicate about the 

self. Because the two rhetorics, invitational and persuasive, co-exist and struggle against 

each other, a different kind of opportunity for social change is created, a more 

spontaneous one. The spontaneous creation of these liminal spaces lies at the heart of this 

dissertation. 
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Rhetoric 

Many people will think it odd that I have chosen to look at the pro-anas and their 

web sites through a lens of rhetoric. Some will be troubled because they have 

preconceived ideas about the term pro-anorexia and others will be frustrated because the 

rhetors themselves (the pro-anas) would probably not consider what they are doing 

rhetorical. However, as I have established earlier in this chapter, the acts of the pro-anas 

are rhetorical, specifically related to identity rhetoric. 

Michel Foucault is known for his studies of the relations between power and 

institutions. His study on mental illness, Madness and Civilization, establishes the 

struggle between the medical community and patients, as well as society at large. Pro-ana 

web sites represent an attempt to shift the power structure; towards whom or what and 

why will be addressed in chapter three. As for where the power is being shifted away 

from, the doctors and other medical professionals is an obvious guess, but those people 

are existing within a larger social structure which is determining what constitutes sick or 

ill and healthy. 

The use of the internet, which resists power structures as much as possible by its 

very nature, is integral to shift the pro-anas are working towards. In physical reality, the 

body of the pro-anorexics is the site of the power struggle: what is an acceptable body 

size? But, in an online environment, the body is removed. Although images of emaciated 

bodies are presented online, the real bodies of the pro-anas is rarely displayed. In his 

essay "Body/Power", Foucault claims "Suddenly, what had made power strong becomes 
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used to attack it" (56). The body which was the site for power struggle is removed and 

without it the restructuring becomes much easier. 

And if a power struggle is happening, what is the responsibility of those who 

know how to spot and dissect them? Foucault says "The intellectual no longer has to play 

the role of an advisor. . .. What the intellectual can do is to provide instruments of 

analysis . .. What' s effectively needed is a ramified, penetrative perception of the present, 

one that makes it possible to locate lines of weakness, strong points, positions where the 

instances of power have secured and implanted themselves ... " (62). The responsibility of 

determining what should be done or thought is not the job of rhetoricians, but it is up to 

them to teach people how to make determinations on their own. While some members of 

the general public may not be alarmed at how power is working in our society, others 

might be concerned if only to see the real effects of power relationships in American 

lives. 

One way to work to shift the power structures is to develop new methods of 

operating with/in it. Wayne Booth offers some strategies in The Rhetoric of Rhetoric: 

The Quest for Effective Communication, a book which focuses on listening rhetoric. 

When the concept of rhetoric is addressed, it is usually looked at as sending a message. 

Listening might be thought of us a receiving a message, but Booth argues that there are 

different types of listening, some of which have little to do with receiving. Listening 

rhetoric can provide the groundwork for analysis of any rhetorical act. 

Booth argues for rhetorical training "as essential in learning not only how to 

protect against deception, but also how to conduct argument that achieves trustworthy 
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agreement and thus avoids the disasters of violence" (x). If the critics of identity rhetoric, 

such as pro-ana rhetoric, would like to avoid the potential violence (inflicted on a self or 

group) which often comes with denying an aspect of identity, then it is in everyone's 

best interest to learn to analyze the rhetoric, to engage with it, rather than dismiss it as 

pathology, grandstanding, or passe. Rejection of identity or those who hold a particular 

identity marker can lead and has led to violence in America. Identity rhetoric has real and 

lasting effects on individuals, groups, American society, and the world at large. If for no 

other reason, identity rhetoric cannot be dismissed. 

How can the expression of identity or the claiming of it be rhetorical? I see all 

acts of communication as rhetorical, as having meaning. "The territory is, after all, 

indefinable, since it includes almost every comer of our lives" ( Booth xi). All areas are 

included because the choices of everyday life are acts of communication. "Rhetoric is 

employed at every moment when one human being intends to produce, through the use of 

signs of symbols, some effect on another - by words, or facial expressions, or gestures, or 

any symbolic skill of any kind" (xi) 12• The effects are often to .say, "I am like you" or "I 

am not like you" or "I want to be liked by you." These communications are subtle and so 

common that they are often not read as communication at all. "In short, rhetoric will be 

seen as the entire range of resources that human beings share.for producing effects on 

one another: effects ethical (including everything about character), practical (including 

political), emotional (including aesthetic), and intellectual (including every academic 

field)" (xi). With such a broad understanding of rhetoric, I see expression of our selves, 

our identities, as rhetorical. Perhaps, more than any other, identity rhetoric is the most 
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sensitive since any critique of the rhetoric feels like a critique of the self. And many 

times, it is. The critique of identity rhetoric has, historically, been a way to assault the 

person who holds the identity marker. It is important, therefore, to educate the general 

public on rhetorical criticism so that people can no longer hide behind vague disclaimers 

as a way to resist being held accountable for their actions. Claiming to dislike an identity 

marker and not those who hold it is a difficult distinction since those who compose the 

identity group feel an intimate connection with the marker. Hating the marker, as is often 

the case, is interpreted as hatred for the person. 

Learning how to analyze and use rhetoric responsibly is important. "At its worst, 

[rhetoric] is our most harmful miseducator- except for violence", says Booth, "but at its 

best - when we learn to listen to the ' other', then listen to ourselves and thus manage to 

respond in a way that produces genuine dialogue - it is our primary resource for avoiding 

violence and building community" (xi - xii). Miseducation though can be violence when 

the lack of education leads to self-loathing or doubt in one' s own innate right to 

happiness. Here again, the problem of good and bad rhetoric is at issue. Bad rhetoric 

causes harm, while good rhetoric works to prevent it. Either way, it cannot be denied that 

rhetoric has consequences. "Just rhetoric" and "mere rhetoric" are dangerous in their 

implications that rhetoric is neutral - that it just is. Our definitions of rhetoric then 

indicate our level of sincerity in creating rhetorical effects. Too broad a definition of 

rhetoric will trouble many, as Booth claims, "but one solid central theme unites them: the 

quality of our lives, especially the ethical and communal quality, depends to an 

astonishing degree on the quality of our rhetoric" (xii). In our current political climate, 
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quality of life and quality of community along with ethics and morality are used as 

gauges for determining who should hold higher positions in the power hierarchy. Often, 

those most critical of rhetoric are those who are using it irresponsibly. The most common 

use of ethical and moral rhetoric is to issue edicts rather than deeply engage in 

communication. Booth is correct; the quality of our lives is dependent on the quality of 

our rhetoric. We must, then, learn how to use it and how to analyze it so that the general 

public can identify false forms when used. 

Booth says that when looking "at attacks on rhetoric, [we] will frequently find 

explicit ethical judgments, sometimes with explicit use of moral terms. 'This rhetoric is 

just plain immoral; the speaker is cheating, lying, manipulating, deliberately distorting."' 

( 40). It is as if Booth were sitting in the room at the professional conferences where I, 

along with colleagues, presented on the pro-anas! The only additional "charge" leveled at 

the pro-anas is that they are pathologic. Is it surprising then that even the most ardent 

feminists deny that pro-ana rhetoric is at best illness or irresponsible behavior and at 

worst a reduced form of manslaughter (if others are encouraged to participate in the 

practice). Because it seems, according to Booth and a history of rhetoricians, that there is 

a level of morality or truthfulness to rhetoric. Booth's term "rhetrickery" is used for the 

rhetoric meant to deceive, that which is unethical or immoral. "Such judgments of 

rhetrickery are implicit in the definitions of good rhetoric we've encountered so far; 

defensible rhetoric both depends on and builds justified trust. It portrays or implies 

admirable ethos in the rhetor, and thus it helps to create it in the audience" ( 40). A core 

tenant of good rhetoric would then be the willingness to believe a rhetor is sincere and 
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operating out of a starting place of love, for self and others. Booth offers a commandment 

for the good use of rhetoric: "It is ethically wrong to pursue or reply on or deliberately 

produce misunderstanding, while it is right to pursue understanding. To pursue deception 

creates non-communities in which winner-takes-all. To pursue mutual understanding 

creates communities in which everyone needs and deserves attention" ( 40). According to 

this commandment, it is the pro-anas who are using good rhetoric and their critics who 

are using bad rhetoric to silence them. For while we may not like their message, if we 

assume them to be honest in their intentions, then the pro-anas are the rhetors attempting 

to create a community where all participants are welcome and supported. The critics 

meanwhile are working to remove the community and label the pro-anas as undeserving. 

The application to our current political climate is easy as well. Any group which works to 

silence or reject is not working to create community. 

Critics of the pro-anas often have trouble listening to the arguments presented 

because their own prejudices and biases cloud their judgments. "The problem is thus that 

in judging rhetoric we can never fully escape our own deepest convictions. As we 

examine any rhetorical move, it will probably seem better or worse according to our own 

judgment about the case being made" (Booth 41 ). All of this depends though on whether 

or not we believe the rhetor's intentions are true, or "honest" as Booth says. He offers a 

question to use as a litmus test, "is the rhetor attempting to achieve an end she believes 

will be harmful to her listeners, or one she honestly believes will prove beneficial?" (43). 

For the pro-anas, the determination is simple. The warnings on the web pages notifies 

users that there could be potential damage for some. By telling the web surfers this before 
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they enter the site, the rhetor is acting so as to prevent harm. Once inside the websites, the 

rhetor does not advocate the practice, especially for newbies, but rather offers strategies 

for succeeding (surviving?) in it. 

Booth offers three types of rhetoric, each having several sub-types, but proposes 

one, listening rhetoric, as the model which best describes what rhetoricians should strive 

for doing ( 43-49). Listening rhetoric-a (LR-a) is "totally defensible" thus making it the 

most truthful. "At its best it is the quest by the listener for some topics, topoi, warrants, to 

be shared with his or her opponent - agreements from which they can move as they probe 

their disagreements. It is the rhetor practicing rhetorology in the effort to discover, in the 

' other,' some ground or platform where, as a community, they can move from some 

understanding toward some new territory" (50). If the pro-anas are using invitational 

rhetoric to open up a conversation, then rhetoric critics should use listening rhetoric to 

accept their invitation. Further, listening rhetoric can be used be scholars and the general 

public alike to create a different space for exchange. From this space, a different type of 

social change can emerge, one which is focused on creating understanding and 

community, not on pushing an agenda. Do not be mistaken though. Good listening 

rhetoric does not ask either side to give up its position. In fact, that is classified as LR-d 

rhetoric, or "surrender-rhetoric" ( 48). But, the good rhetor will be changed by using 

listening rhetoric since "listening will be useless unless you let it change your rhetoric" 

(51). If you have no intention to act on what you hear while listening, you are using LR-c 

rhetoric, what Booth calls a "shoddy version of win-rhetoric" ( 4 7). You cannot pretend to 

listen as listening never happens. For those that believe that the pro-anas are 
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pathologically sick or that Americans are doomed to racism, Booth offers hope, "the 

history of rhetoric teaches that learning to listen, and encouraging our opponents to 

listen, can sometimes yield moments of sheer illumination: a trustful pursuit of truth 

replacing what had appeared to be a hopeless battle" (172). Of course, if pro-ana critics 

are truly listening, they will have to be as open to change and the pro-anas are. 

In the first chapter, I briefly introduced the concept of invitational rhetoric. This 

concept was developed by Karen and Sonja Foss and established the guidelines for a 

rhetoric which attempts to create understanding rather than focus on persuasion. The 

similarities to listening rhetoric are immediately obvious, both relying heavily on the 

genuine intent to communicate over other goals. If the purpose of invitational rhetoric is 

to offer an invitation to communicate and the purpose of listening rhetoric is to 

voluntarily listen to communication offered, then a reasonable pairing of these two 

rhetorics is needed for either to be effective. Both rhetorical practices are dependent on 

the other component, audience or rhetor, being sincere. If not, arguably the rhetoric could 

be said to have failed. 

For discussing pro-ana rhetoric, I argue that first scholars and the general public 

must be willing to accept the idea that the pro-anas are using invitational rhetoric. This 

proposition will be harder to accept for many when I concede that pro-anas are also using 

persuasive rhetoric. Rather than contradicting myself, I assert that a person can use both 

invitational and persuasive rhetoric in one communication act. Many will challenge my 

assertion, claiming that any time persuasion is used it overrides the invitational element. I 

do not believe that such blanket generalizations can be made and that in some cases, 
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specifically concerning identity issues, people can and do use multiple rhetorics. Partly, 

this trend happens because of the circular nature of identity creation. From the time 

children start becoming aware of the self, they begin to struggle with who they are. Little 

children need to know their names, how old they are, and if they are a boy or a girl. As 

soon as this basic information is collected, the information does one or both of the 

following: changes so that it no longer applies and/or causes change so that it no longer 

applies. 

For instance, not long after the time a child learns that she or he is three-years-old, 

she or he has a birthday. Turning four means new things such as entering a new class at 

daycare or school, being allowed to play on or with different toys, and having 

expectations or limitations changed around the home. A child may be told, "you're too 

young to go on that ride," but at some point that rule does not apply anymore. Small 

children learn their own names only to learn later that last names matter too. As we grow 

older, we learn that last names mean more than which parents you belong too. Surnames 

h~ve history and with that meaning. For some women, surnames mean having to choose 

whether or not to take a man's last name if marrying traditionally. The more a person 

understands what her or his name is the more he or she begins to think and make choices 

about the self. All identity markers work this way placing each individual in a constant 

state of change. Just at the moment a revelation about identity is made (I am a feminist!) , 

a series of choices begins to emerge for the person to sort through (am I environmentally 

friendly? can I still be in a traditional marriage?). Each choice settles the issue at hand 

creating an identity marker (I am eco-feminist), but then starts a new set of questions in 
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motion (do I have to be a vegetarian?). Additionally, external factors are affecting the 

chosen identity markers and assigning new ones. One way to view it might be to say that 

our identities are constantly fixed on changing. 

All of this is to say that when communicating about our identities, we can be both 

sure of who we are and investigating it at the same time. Pro-ana identity is a prime 

example since it has, as a collective, already gone through one major shift from first 

generation to second generation. If pro-ana rhetoric is only about persuasion, then it is 

unlikely that the generational shift would have occurred. However, since the pro-anas 

actively engaged with their critics, they were able to accept more thoughtfully the 

interpretation of their identity marker, pro-ana, and adapt to it. The pro-anas do not 

welcome outright attacks on their identity, as no person should be asked to do, but they 

do welcome through email and forums the expression of ideas, something which will be 

investigated further in chapter four. 

Foss and Foss claim that one of the purposes for communicating, or interactional 

goals as they refer to them, is to assert individuality (24). The assertion of individuality is 

how a person expresses his or her identity. The example that Foss and Foss give for real

life assertion of identity is a job interview in which the job candidate attempts to clearly 

represent how he or she is well qualified for a position. While I agree with their example, 

I would say that it is foolish to believe that another goal of the job candidate besides 

asserting her or his individuality, or perhaps in addition to it, is to get the job, sometimes 

regardless of the fit for the position. Either way, convincing someone that you are 

appropriate for the job opening is a persuasive act. For some people, it may be only a 
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persuasive act, but for others, those who are sincerely looking for the right career for 

themselves, there is an invitational element as well. In other words, Foss and Foss make 

my argument for me that invitational and persuasive rhetoric can co-exist in one 

rhetorical act. In fact, all five of the interactional goals they list could be applied to the 

pro-anas: to assert individuality; to articulate a perspective; to build community; to seek 

adherence; to discover knowledge and belief (24). 

Foss and Foss say that after you have established your interactional goals for a 

rhetorical act, you must next create an environment. For invitational rhetoric, that means 

creating "an environment that allows audience members to be receptive to 

transformation" (35). The authors offer a list of conditions which should be created so 

that "Both you and the audience are encouraged to consider new perspectives, and the 

opportunity to understand one another is enhanced" (35). Pro-ana websites adhere to 

each of these conditions in varying degrees again demonstrating their use of invitational 

rhetoric. 

The first of the four external conditions which Foss and Foss say should be 

present is freedom, which "is the power to choose or decide and involves providing your 

audience with more than one option" (36). In general, pro-ana websites present options to 

their audience. Besides the disclaimer on the first page of most sites warning about the 

content of the site, many pro-ana websites also include resources for those who wish to 

choose recovery. Audience members can choose to never enter the site based on the first 

page and the information provided there about the site's contents. Or, the audience can 

choose to engage with the pro-ana rhetoric to any degree including, in most cases, 
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submitting thoughts or experiences with the site creator. Precisely because the audience 

members can choose how much or how little to engage with the pro-ana rhetoric the 

audience is never forced to accept the tenets of pro-ana rhetoric. As Foss and Foss say, 

"Probably the most important way by which you can create the external condition of 

freedom is to convey to your audience members that they do not have to adopt your 

perspective" (36). The pro-ana websites not only provide several options once the site has 

been surfed onto, but since the audience determines where to go in the site and how long 

to stay in addition to whether or not to stay at all, the audience never has to feel obligated 

to adopt the rhetor ' s ideas. Adding to the audience ' s agency is the fact that the rhetor 

never even has to know the message was received. The anonymity afforded the audience 

provides them the freedom to adopt only that which is comfortable to them. "The 

condition of freedom is at the heart of an invitation to transformation because whether to 

change or not is a choice" (36). As I will investigate in chapter four, the pro-ana websites 

provide an opportunity for not only the audience members, but the pro-anas as well as 

evidenced by the number of sites which are taken down and/or post notices that website 

creator has chosen recovery. 

The second external condition is safety. "Safety is the condition of feeling free 

from danger and feeling secure physically, emotionally, and intellectually" (37). Almost 

for the same reasons that the pro-an as create a sense a freedom, they also create a feeling 

of safety. The ability of the audience to remain anonymous allows them to safely explore 

the ideas presented on the pro-ana websites. Knowing that they can enter or leave at any 

time without offending anyone, because no one ever has to know they were there, further 
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allows audience members to feel safe. "In a [rhetorical] situation, some participants may 

feel safest in an intimate circle, engaging in high self-disclosure," Foss and Foss 

continue, "Others feel safest sitting in rows of chairs in a large lecture hall, where there is 

no expectation for them to reveal personal information" (3 7). Pro-ana websites allow 

audience members to interact via private email or more public discussion boards. Some 

of the sites use private boards for communication, carefully screening participants and 

allowing audience members to choose their level of participation and public disclosure. 

For Foss and Foss' invitational rhetoric, the third external condition for creating 

an environment which supports transformation is value. Value is explained as placing 

each person's ideologies on an even par not favoring, or valuing, one over another. "If 

some perspectives are privileged and others are ignored or devalued, new understandings 

cannot emerge" (38). Simply by valuing all perspectives equally, there is more of a 

likelihood that people will share their ideas, especially those with may be considered 

unorthodox. The final condition is openness. "An attitude of openness involves genuine 

curiosity about perspectives different from yours" (39). Pro-ana websites themselves are 

demonstrating their openness to new perspectives by naming and defining themselves. 

Their constant openness about what the tenets of pro-anorexia is and what the website is 

about leaves little doubt that any secret agenda is under the surface. Knowing that their 

own identities have been rejected, both as an anorexic and a pro-ana, the pro-anas use the 

websites to create a space where people can be just who they are including all forms of 

eating disorder identities. 
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The literature review provided in this chapter has been an attempt to establish the 

major ideas in this dissertation. First, I argue that popular culture is not only worthy of 

academic study, but that is urgently needed in our current political climate. Pro-anorexia 

websites and the rhetoric that results from it is a perfect example of the way social issues 

can manifest in identity. Extending that, any issue related to identity rhetoric is prime 

material for the study of rhetorical scholars since identity is so closely related to political 

struggles. Pro-anorexia is akin to "other" identity markers which have been addressed in 

both popular and academic studies. Like those "other" identity markers, pro-anorexia 

represents a struggle to identify oneself in an American culture which does not often 

allow an individual to do. Specifically, I look at some examples of how anorexia has been 

addressed by those who study it to see what the pro-anorexics might be rebelling against. 

Because pro-anorexia rhetoric occurs almost entirely through websites, I look at how 

online environments and cyber-identities can help determine the creation, maintenance, 

and transmittal of identity to an audience. Online environments also help to decide how a 

message will be received. Finally, I look closely at two rhetorical strategies which will be 

most important in understanding pro-anorexia rhetoric and how it can be analyzed, 

invitational and listening rhetoric. Both rhetorical strategies offer ways to create 

understanding and community as primary goals. Each also requires that the rhetor be 

willing to renegotiate their own position in order to achieve those goals. Pro-anorexia 

websites have already undergone a major generational shift helping to establish them as 

practioners of these styles of rhetoric, although none are known to be trained rhetoricians 

nor intentionally applying any rhetorical strategies. 
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A long literature is not needed since there is little to no research on pro-anorexia 

nor liminal spaces for social change. The research for this dissertation represents a new 

way to think about social change. A case study such as this is dependent more on the 

research speaking for itself, in this case the pro-anorexia websites, than on the random 

and sometimes forced connections to other scholars' work. For this reason, I have chosen 

to use a grounded theory method for gathering data on pro-anorexia websites. Grounded 

theory allows the researcher to let the artifact determine what the defining characteristics 

will be. Once that is done, more traditional connections can be made to work which has 

already been done in the field of rhetorical analysis. More discussion of grounded theory 

and how I have designed the methodologies for this project are covered in chapter three. I 

have identified what I believe is a new trend in social change, one which is naturally 

occurring. I believe this trend is being duplicated in other spaces, and I will delve more 

into that area of my theory in chapter five. I will explore more deeply the work of Foss 

and Foss and Booth, as well as Bakhtin, Foucault, and Anzaldua, in chapter four when I 

analyze the clusters created by applying grounded theory to the pro-ana websites. 

Any gaps which may exist in the literature review are the result of an effort to 

limit the amount of information introduced in this chapter so as not to detract emphasis 

away from the focal point of pro-anorexia websites. Tapping into areas such as the study 

of popular culture, identity rhetoric, or online environments could easily erupt into multi

volume works for each topic. However, the purpose of this dissertation is not to rehash 

each of those histories, but rather to look at how those elements have converged to create 

an opportunity for something like pro-anorexia websites and their rhetoric to exist. Like 
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most "other" identity categories, the ability to almost pinpoint the place and time where 

the identity marker emerged reveals that such markers are created in reaction to or 

because of specific social pressures. Although I do not wish to equate pro-anorexia with 

any other identity marker, I do wish to establish points of connection which place pro

anorexia within a context of categorization of people and identities. 

I cannot emphasize enough that while pro-ana websites are used as a case study 

for this dissertation there is a larger picture to be considered. In the larger landscape of 

American politics, pro-ana websites represent an attempt to claim identity and 

communicate the need for such anti-establishment identities. The literature review 

presented here is an effort to lay the groundwork for pro-anorexia study so that increased 

attention will be paid to all identity studies especially as they occur in and through 

popular culture. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

Researching pro-anorexia websites and the rhetoric that emerges from them 

provides some interesting challenges for scholarly endeavors such as a dissertation. Most 

frustrating is the non-fixed state of websites which are changed, removed or added almost 

daily. To address this concern, I have followed all MLA citation requirements in addition 

to saving copies of the page as they appeared on the day that I collected my data in an 

HTML file. The use of websites such as thewaybackmachine.org helps to find sites over 

a period of time or once they have been taken down. Another challenge is how much of 

the websites to include in my research. While I am certainly concerned about the 

academic integrity of my research, I have two issues with discussing pro-ana websites 

that pose particular problems. The first is what I refer to as "the car wreck syndrome" that 

accompanies pro-ana websites. Most of the pro-ana websites use what they call 

"thinspiration" images, pictures of moderately to excessively, sometimes fully emaciated, 

bodies as inspiration to maintain their goals and, quite honestly, for the shock value. 

However, reproducing those images within the pages of this dissertation is problematic in 

several ways. First, it is nearly impossible to track down the original creators of the 

images making the obtainment of permission to use the images an unreasonable goal. 

Next, the images often distract audiences, in this case the readers of this scholarly project, 

from focusing on anything but the images, hence the "car wreck" syndrome where a 
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person simply cannot stop looking at something so visually shocking even though her or 

his attention would be better applied elsewhere. While I agree the images do hold 

rhetorical meaning, they are not the only method of communication used by the pro-ana 

website creators. In this dissertation, I will be focusing on the textual messages shared 

through the websites and the rhetorical effects of groups such as pro-anas simple existing. 

Finally, the images would take up an enormous amount of space, space which would be 

better used discussing the rhetorical and scholarly value of pro-ana websites. The final 

challenge which is posed by pro-ana websites is the anonymity of the website creators 

and the pro-ana community in general. In the fourth and fifth chapters of this project, I 

will discuss in more detail work that has been and should be done with the members of 

the pro-ana community. Suffice it to say that this particular population has been picked 

apart by the medical community, the general public, the popular media, and some 

academics. Although I would usually demand the inclusion of the voices of research 

subjects, I do not think interviews with any pro-anas are needed in this dissertation 

project since I am focused on the liminal spaces created by their websites and not so 

much on the sites or the community members themselves. 

The challenges presented for researching pro-anorexia websites has helped to 

drive the choices for research methodology. The other driving force for choosing research 

methodology is my own knowledge and beliefs about how scholarly research should be 

conducted. I believe that knowledge is constructed socially and that there is no such thing 

as Truth (with a capital T) but only temporary truths which are constructed because 

people agree to believe that a set of ideas is truth. Therefore, I do not believe that Truth 
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can be discovered, but that truth can be traced to the people and ideas which led to its 

creation. These ideologies are important as they directly apply to the research 

methodologies I use and how I adapt them to fit my research. Lastly, it is important to 

note that since the pro-anorexia websites were approached as a case study the research 

methodology choices were further whittled down to the process described in this chapter. 

I provide the explanation of my research methodologies to further explain how I 

determined that liminal spaces were being created by pro-anorexia websites to allow for 

more and/or different types of social change and how those liminal spaces are also 

created in other popular culture spaces. I have chosen to use a combination of strategies 

to allow me the greatest flexibility for analyzing my artifacts, pro-anorexia websites, and 

for locating my research within a larger scholarly discussion of the rhetoric of social 

change. I used a modified version of grounded theory to break the artifacts into clusters 

which could be manipulated more easily. Then, I used generative criticism to discuss the 

clusters and their naturally occurring value as rhetorical artifacts. Finally, I used theories 

from M.M. Bakhtin, Michel Foucault, Gloria Anzaldua, Wayne Booth, and Sonja Foss 

and Karen Foss to situate the rhetoric of pro-anorexia within a scholarly discussion of 

rhetoric and social change. I will also briefly address the role of ethnomethodology for 

studying online communities such as the pro-anas. 

Grounded Theory 

Grounded theory broke new ground in 1967 by offering the "soft" sciences a 

strategy for research that argued equal footing with the "hard" sciences. Barney G. Glaser 
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and Anselm L. Strauss' The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative 

Research provided a very specific set of instructions for how to do qualitative research in 

such a way as to discover the truth as objective observers. This helps to explain their 

belief that although "Not everyone can be equally skilled at discovering theory ... they [ do 

not] need to be a genius to generate useful theory" (viii). In other words, if specific 

enough guidelines are set forth any reasonable person would be able to do theory. 

Strauss and Glaser claim that what is required "is a different perspective on the canons 

derived from vigorous quantitative verification on such issues as sampling, coding, 

reliability, validity, indicators, frequency distributions, conceptual formulation, 

construction of hypotheses, and presentation of evidence. We need to develop canons 

more suited to the discovery of theory" (viii). The hard sciences have no trouble 

generating mass amounts of data, but often stumble when creating theories because of the 

need for trust, or faith if you will, in their assertions. At the other end of the spectrum are 

the soft sciences who often develop theories but struggle to validate them because of the 

lack of hard data to base their work on for public distribution. 

For this reason, Glaser and Strauss argue that no research project should begin 

with any kind of preconceived notions of what theories should be used or what results 

will come about. They argue for "grounding theory in social research itself - for 

generating it from the data" (viii). Glaser and Strauss developed a system for taking a 

research artifact and breaking it into pieces of data. Then, the data can be used as the 

foundation for a theory. By constantly comparing the data against the theories developed, 

a method they call the constant comparison, a researcher will be able to discover what the 
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data is really saying, what ought to be known about it. The discoveries will vary based on 

who is doing the research since each will bring a different set of knowledge or interests to 

the data and hence make different theoretical connections to it which finished with the 

initial investigations. Glaser and Strauss set out to develop a method where exact 

methods could be followed time and time again but still yield different results often with 

the same set of data. 

Glaser and Strauss had some different opinions on the way grounded theory 

should be conceived of causing them so split very unamicably. While Glaser continued 

with scholarship and theory generation as the central issues for his work on grounded 

theory, Strauss and his new co-author Corbin' s Basics of Qualitative Research: 

Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques went in a slightly different direction 

placing an emphasis on procedures instead. Their 1990 publication emphasized the 

procedures, as indicated by the title, important to doing grounded theory. However, they 

still hold tight to the belief that knowledge is discovered as evidenced in their 

introduction to part one of their book, "Discovery has been the aim of science since the 

dawn of the Renaissance. But how those discoveries are made have varied with the nature 

of the materials being studied and the times" (15). Glaser and Corbin are also continuing 

to stress the importance of equating soft and hard sciences. One of their primary purposes 

for equating the two seems to be so that Truth can be established in soft sciences lending 

it the perceived credibility that comes with such associations. Even the word usage, 

"discovery," represents an ideology that Truth exists and is waiting to be found as it is 

thought to be in the hard sciences. Thinking such as this is a problem for many 
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researchers including myself. Although some of the best known cases of Truths being 

found untrue reside in the hard sciences, for example the earth being flat, somehow it has 

retained the reputation of being built on facts which are undeniable. Any responsible 

scientist would concede that any scientific hypothesis is vulnerable to discredit since new 

discoveries could lend new insight where it was previously unavailable. In other words, 

the hard science Truths are really truths and just as temporary as those stemming from the 

soft sciences. 

While I have reservations about the use of grounded theory to discover Truth, I do 

support the use of it for revealing truths, and the constant attention to details does provide 

some useful insight. For instance, Glaser and Corbin are careful to define many of their 

other terms; "By the term qualitative research we mean any kind of research that 

produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of 

quantification. It can refer to research about persons' lives, stories, behavior, but also 

about organizational functioning, social movements, or interactional relationships" (17). 

In explanations such as these, it seems improbable that Glaser and Corbin are asking 

researchers to discover Truth when offering areas of study such as social movements and 

interactional relationships, but consider their directions for doing research and then 

decide. "The requisite skills for doing qualitative research ( as you will later see) are 

these: to step back and critically analyze situations, to recognize and avoid bias, to obtain 

valid and reliable data, and to think abstractly. To do these, a qualitative researcher 

requires theoretical and social sensitivity, the ability to maintain analytical distance while 

at the same time drawing upon past experience and theoretical knowledge to interpret 
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what is seen, astute powers of observation, and good interactional skills" (18). At this 

point, grounded theory becomes more of a mechanical routine which helps any person, 

even those not trained in research procedures, to create a theory for a set of data. 

Strangely this is the only connecting criterion to feminist research which also believes 

that all people theorize. The difference is that feminist research argues that humans 

theorize naturally and that by imposing systems for theorizing, researchers will actually 

just generate mimicked ideas about different areas of study. That is, systemized theory 

generating can actually deflate other methods of knowledge making. 

Glaser and Corbin seem to leave no room for such occurrences by claiming that 

"A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon 

it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through 

systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, 

data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other" (23). 

Again, this would seem to connect to feminist scholarship by asking for verification of 

results, and it does to some degree. However, when the procedures for finding the results 

are exactly the same in every instance, it would be reasonable to believe that results could 

be similarly connected. If not, then the objective stance which grounded theory is 

supposed to enable can be called into question since radically different ideologies can 

drastically effect the viewing of a set of data. 

Perhaps though, I am taking grounded theory to task a little too harshly. Maybe it 

should be viewed through its intended lens. Glaser and Corbin say that "The purpose of 

grounded theory method is, of course, to build theory that is faithful to and illuminates 
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the area under study. Researchers working in this tradition also hope that their theories 

will ultimately be related to others within their respective disciplines in a cumulative 

fashion, and that the theory' s implications will have useful application" (24). And while I 

am inclined to take them at face value on this statement, qualitative researchers would be 

wise to question how a "faithful" or "illuminated" representation is to be evaluated. 

Again, we fall back into the realm of qualitative assessment where the only real ethos 

held is that of knowledge and experience, which places us in the same starting point as 

we were before we attempted to negotiate, scientifically, objectively our data. 

Strauss and Corbin' s book emphasizes the procedures for doing grounded theory. 

In fact, repeatedly throughout the book, they insist that to do it well, a researcher should 

have read just about every book or article written on the subject so that the specific steps 

will be known thoroughly. After reading urgings such as these, one is left with the 

impression that grounded theory leaves no room for variations or experimentations. 

Strauss and Corbin seem to be offering THE method for doing research, one which is 

rigid and unyielding. While Glaser and Strauss, and Corbin, should be appreciated for 

their contributions in qualitative research, their work is problematic in several ways. 

First, their assumption that any researcher can approach her/his work objectively 

contradicts over 30 years of feminist scholarship which says that not only can this not be 

done, but should not even be tried. Feminist researchers argue that it is important for 

accurate representation for those being studied to have a chance to respond to the way 

they are being represented. As a feminist researcher, I agree with this tenant, but as I 
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explained earlier in this chapter, I do no feel it necessary to include pro-anorexia voices 

in this research project. 

Kathy Charmaz extends the original, and revised works, of Glaser and Strauss by 

offering constructivist grounded theory in her essay "Grounded Theory: Objectivist and 

Constructivist Methods". Charmaz understands the methods and research processes of 

grounded theory for collecting, analyzing, interpreting, focusing, informing and refining 

the data, but argues that the real "power of grounded theory lies in its tools for 

understanding empirical worlds. We can reclaim these tools from their positivist 

underpinnings to form a revised, more open-minded practice of grounded theory that 

stresses its emergent, constructivist elements" (250-251 ). I agree with Charmaz that there 

is a way to use grounded theory in a more constructivist way, one which better represents 

my interpretation of knowledge making. 

As most theories do, grounded theory evolved over time as researchers troubled 

the methods and looked for solutions to those problems. In response to the concerns 

about objective truth, researchers such as Kathy Charmaz offers a constructivist method. 

She claims that "Researchers can use grounded theory methods to further their 

knowledge of subjective experience and to expand its representation while neither 

remaining external from it nor accepting objectivist assumptions and procedures" (269). 

Charmaz offers that "A constructivist grounded theory assumes that people create and 

maintain meaningful worlds through dialectical processes of conferring meaning on their 

realities and acting within them" (269). In other words, if a person were to change his or 

her language describing the world, he or she could in effect change the world. Rather 
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than considering oneself a patient or a victim of a disease, one could accept the condition 

and deny the illness through language thus changing how a person lives within her or his 

world. According to her own scholarship which she cites liberally throughout her essay, 

Charmaz is experienced with working with populations similar to the pro-anas citing both 

chronic illness and impairment as subject matter for her own research. With this in mind, 

it is reasonable to think that she has encountered the same problems of representation 

which could be argued for discussing the arguments presented by the pro-anas. 

Charmaz' s essay argues there is a place for grounded theory in qualitative 

research which does not become positivist. Rather, the constructivist methods she offers 

encourages researchers to pull what works, what is needed, from the theory, which she 

carefully outlines, and then to "[construct] a picture that draws from, reassembles, and 

renders subjects' lives" (270). Following Charmaz's account of a constructivist method 

of grounded theory, I agree to the following tenets: A constructivist grounded theory (a) 

"recognizes that the viewer creates the date and ensuing analysis through interaction with 

the viewed", (b) "seeks to define conditional statements that interpret how subjects 

construct their realities", and (c) "[hypothesizes and conceptualizes] both explanation and 

understanding and fulfill the pragmatist criterion of usefulness" (273). This is the version 

of grounded theory I will use to break my pro-ana website artifacts into pieces of data 

which will then be grouped and clustered according to how the artifacts are seeming to be 

arranged. 
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Feminist Scholarship 

As a researcher and a scholar, this author is in agreement with feminist 

scholarship and argues that research subjects should be allowed, in fact encouraged, to 

respond to their representation. However, as I have pointed out repeatedly, the inclusion 

of pro-anas in this dissertation is neither necessary nor possible. Further complicating the 

research process is my position, or lack thereof, in the pro-anorexia community. Nancy 

Naples' Feminism and Method: Ethnography, Discourse Analysis, and Activist Research 

looks at three different methodological approaches: ethnography, narrative and textual 

analysis, and activist and participatory research. While the feminist methodologies that 

Naples describes would normally want the research subjects' voices to be included, the 

book describes strategies which permit me the ethos that some may wish to deny. 

Foremost, pro-anorexia rhetoric is a feminist theory. It is a theory that challenges 

the assumptions of the female body both in appearance and in ownership. It is also a 

theory for naming and claiming experience, a fundamental feminist historical quality. "In 

their various formulations, feminist theories emphasize the need to challenge sexism, 

racism, colonialism, class, and other forms of inequalities in the research process" 

(Naples 13). While no one set out to specifically create a structure of oppression for the 

pro-anas, a structure has been created which exposes more inequalities than those 

experienced by the pro-anas. Naples takes research to the most important level by 

reminding the scholarly community what it should really be about. She says, "Like many 

feminist scholars, I address questions in my research that are simultaneously personally, 

politically, and academically significant" (13). The old feminist motto "the personal is 
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political" resonates here and echoes into academic research. If an issue is personal, it is 

political, and it is academically significant. 

All research will represent frames which have been established by American 

society and the scholarly community. Those frames automatically privilege some view 

points over others and determine the angle from which the subject will be viewed. 

Following and reviewing a long line of feminist researchers, Naples works to create 

methodologies which redistribute the power structure as much as possible. "In an effort to 

democratize the research process, many feminist researchers argue for adopting 

participatory strategies that involve community residents or other participants in the 

design, implementation, and analysis of the research" (31 ). While this dissertation project 

has not included the pro-ana community directly into the research process, I have worked 

to assume the world lens they are using as often as possible to the degree that I can. One 

way I have used their lens is to not place the medical community and their ideologies 

above those of anyone else. By considering the medical community as just another source 

of information rather than a more highly respected source, I work to decenter their power 

to include other perspectives equally. 

Naples carefully considers standpoint theory in feminist research as it pertains to 

those guiding frames which privilege ideologies. Admittedly, standpoint theory has 

obstacles, but when considered in the context that the original creators intended it allows 

researchers the opportunity to consider and account for their own biases. "This analytic 

process can be further deepened when dialogic reflective strategies are adopted"; Naples 

continues, "This form of reflective practice is a collective activity involving ongoing 
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dialogue between and among participants and co-researchers" (31 ). Using reflective 

practice has been useful for this project because I have used the pro-ana websites as my 

dialogue partner. I constantly refer back to them and their words to see where and what 

the pro-ana ideologies are. The pro-ana websites have developed a voice of their own and 

that voice dialogs with me. 

Much of Naples' book addresses the exposing of personal pain and experiences 

for the purpose of social change. She acknowledges a long history of such revelations in 

women's writing, particularly women who are black or Chicana. The decision to reveal 

personal pain and use it for social change is the choice of the researcher/author, but 

another important consideration Naples addresses is the position of the researcher as 

"insider" or "outsider" when doing ethnographic research. She claims that "Outsiderness 

and insidemess are not fixed or static positions. Rather, they are ever-shifting and 

permeable social locations that are differentially experienced and expressed by 

community members" (49). Since I do not consider myself to be anorexic nor have I ever 

been diagnosed with an eating disorder, I worried that my position of outsider would 

limit or inhibit my ability to research the topic well . However, after spending over two 

years examining the websites and the rhetoric of them, I am as much an insider as 

someone with an eating disorder who does not visit the sites. While I may not be a 

participant in anorexic behavior, I am an active member of the pro-ana community, a 

position that has been created by conscientious listening. The trouble that many visitors 

to pro-anorexia websites or audiences to my research have is that they try to remove pro

anorexia rhetoric from its context and place it within American society health frames or 
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medical frames. "While constructions of standpoint as embodied in specific women's 

experiences are most vulnerable to charges of essentialism, standpoint theorists typically 

resist focusing their analyses on individual women removed from their social context" 

(Naples 71 ). Anyone who tries to criticize pro-ana rhetoric without the social context it 

exists in or that created it will continue to simplify the messages in the worst way. Pro

ana rhetoric does not exist outside of a movement in social activity which not only 

creates pro-anorexia but also interprets it. Naples encourages researchers to remember 

that all social structures and research topics exist within power struggles. She makes an 

expected connection to the leading figure on power structures. "For this materialist 

feminist social movement analysis, I utilize Foucault's (1972) discourse analysis as a 

methodology to reveal how movement frames contest, reproduce, or participate in 

relations of ruling" (91). An easily applicable method, Foucault's discourse analysis fits 

well within feminist research and the methodologies Naples presents. By performing a 

combination of the methodologies shared in her text, I am able to become part of the 

community (ethnography), analyze the text (discourse analysis), and work with the pro

anas to create the social change they are calling for (activist research). 

Perhaps referring to the study performed here in this scholarly work as 

ethnomethodology instead of ethnology to refer to the study of the entire pro-ana 

community would be of benefit. Also important is the fact that the pro-ana community is 

primarily an online community creating a different type of system of frames than those 

that exist for primarily physical reality communities. The article "Ethnomethdology and 

the Study of Online Communities: Exploring the Cyber Streets" proposes "a multi-
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method approach to the study of online communities that involves the use of text and 

discourse analysis, a prolonged commitment to involved participant observation, and the 

aue of qualitative interviews with groups members as a means of further teasing out the 

'meanings' they ascribe to the experiences of membership and participation" (Thomsen 

et al.). For this project I have abided by the first two requests. As for the third, qualitative 

interviews, I have addressed this issue repeatedly throughout this chapter. I will add two 

new pieces of information at this point. First, several interviews are available through 

pro-ana websites that the site creators have provided from previous inquiries. I will refer 

to those in the fourth chapter. Second, although I still believe it outside the scope of this 

project, in chapter five I discuss a future research plan to interview at length several pro

anas. I do consider subject response important and will include it when it comes time to 

focus more on the rhetors themselves instead of the liminal spaces created by them as this 

project does. 

Generative Criticism 

This dissertation project is striving to argue a case while not arguing for or against 

the beliefs held by the research subjects. For example, I argue that the pro-ana 

community is performing a unique rhetorical act by creating web sites that create and 

then argue a pro-ana lifestyle. The purpose of this project is not to decide whether or not 

pro-ana is a valid lifestyle choice, or even a choice at all , but rather to look at the 

rhetorical situation created by their act. Doing so involves the pro-anas as rhetors as well 

as the audiences who have received their messages. The delivery method is also a 
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consideration since it seems to have a great deal to do with the reception of the message. 

As I have described in the first chapter, I am much more interested in the liminal space 

that is created offering the potential for social change than I am the individual actors in 

the scene. Further research should be done delving into the motives of the pro-anas and 

this will be discussed in chapter five. For this dissertation, grounded theory and feminist 

theory has been used to create the methods and methodology for collecting data. Once the 

data has been clustered into categories, generative criticism, as described by Sonja Foss 

in Rhetorical Criticism, has been used to assess the data. 

Generative criticism allows for the researcher to analyze the data without forcing 

it into the theories of other rhetoricians. I will allow the data to talk for itself, in a sense, 

to reveal what social power structures are at play behind pro-ana rhetoric. Once the data 

has been pressed for all of the knowledge it has to reveal, I can compare it to whatever 

applicable rhetorical theories are appropriate. By investigating the pro-ana websites this 

way, I will resist placing my own or any other theorists' ideologies onto the data until 

such a time that it is necessary to place pro-ana websites in a cultural and historical 

perspective. 
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CHAPTER4 

CASE STUDY 

I acknowledge that it is very difficult to study pro-anorexia web pages. First, they 

seem counter to any sense of health, mental or physical, that American society holds. For 

those who study the effects of patriarchy on society and specifically on women, the idea 

that pro-anorexia rhetoric is not some kind of manifestation of that is hard to allow. What 

if pro-anorexia is pathology or patriarchy? Does that mean that there is no greater 

message to learn from studying pro-anorexia rhetoric? As I will do throughout this 

chapter, I would like to emphasize that even if pro-anas are "sick," their rhetoric and 

voices still have the potential to teach- to transform. In reality, what the pro-ana 

websites have to show us is far more complicated than what anyone has determined so 

far. Certainly, more so than the general media has implied. In this chapter, I analyze five 

pro-anorexia websites for the rhetorical messages expressed through text. I begin by 

breaking the websites into pieces of data using grounded theory. Then, I cluster the pieces 

of data into groups which I present here for discussion. Finally, I situate the rhetoric 

within a scholarly and historical context. 

Each cluster represents a common theme or element to the five pro-ana websites 

analyzed. While every cluster does not apply to every website, the cluster presented an 

interesting piece of information for untangling pro-ana rhetoric. The clusters do not 

represent the only rhetorical acts happening on the websites either. For instance, I 
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explained in chapter three that I will not be addressing the visual images shared on almost 

every pro-ana website. The data analyzed in this chapter represents enough of the pro-ana 

websites to gain a clear picture of the rhetoric being created. Further, these clusters are 

helpful for looking for and identifying other liminal spaces like the pro-anorexia 

websites. 

Lifestyle, Illness, or Choice 

Perhaps most important to the concept of pro-anorexia websites is the evolution 

that has occurred between first-generation and second-generation pro-ana sites. In mid-

2003, many of the sites argued that anorexia was a lifestyle choice. Many claimed that 

being anorexic was not an illness for everyone, but a choice. Since then, a change has 

occurred in what was once the core tenet in pro-anorexia. There has even been a 

redefining of the term, which will be addressed later. The argument now seems to be 

more about choosing how to live with the disease than about resisting the naming of the 

practice as a disease. Starving for Perfection is a prime example. The author says, "I do 

believe that Anorexia is a sickness and not a lifestyle. However, I think that we should 

have the choice if we are ready to leave behind Ana who we feel defines us and keeps us 

safe. It's hard for those who AREN'T anorexic to understand but this is a place of 

understanding." Understanding why someone would choose to practice behaviors that the 

medical community and social values deem unhealthy is indeed difficult to do, but pro

ana rhetoric is about trying to know through others what we cannot know ourselves. Pro

ana rhetoric also asks that we take that borrowed understanding and use it to build a 
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community of trust where individuals are the greatest authority on what is best for 

themselves. 

Sometimes, the expression of the experiences is as important as actually having 

influenced anyone to accept your ideologies. Complete and genuine knowledge of others ' 

experiences can help the person or group to gain the power needed to make decisions 

which are best for them. The power for many of the web creators lies in acknowledging, 

if not bragging, about what an awful "disease" they are living with and that they are able 

to survive doing so. The websites are a type of survival tale, a common narrative in 

feminist rhetoric especially so for people of "other" status. For instance, take the 

following claim, "ANOREXIA NERVOSA IS NOT A LIFESTYLE CHOICE. You will 

*never* hear me say that. Anyone who believes that it is is wrong. Sorry. If you are 

indeed anorexic, you have no control over your mind, and can not make that kind of 

choice over what you put into your body" (bluedragonfly). The first-generation of pro-

ana websites was all about power, laying claim to the power to choose how to live life. 

This author says that there are no choices when living with anorexia; especially poignant 

since much of the research on anorexia claims that the "disease" often begins as an 

attempt to control some part of an otherwise out-of-control life. The author from above 

wants everyone to know just how awful it is so much so that she does not want anyone 

detracting from it in anyway as she explains when she says, "I even hate the term ' ana' 

because it takes the edge off the seriousness of the disease - makes it conversational. 

Makes it the in thing. makes it okay" (bluedragonfly). While there is a vibe reflecting an 

attitude of bravado, mostly the message is relaying just how serious anorexic behavior is. 
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The rhetor is concerned that any attempt to make anorexia cute, hip, or cool will mask the 

real effects. Pro-ana rhetoric is dependent upon reality, the reality of experiencing. 

Warnings or Disclaimers 

One of the most common elements, almost a staple, to the websites is the warning 

or disclaimer. These are usually found on the first page of the site, are easily viewable, 

and are often labeled. The warnings could be read as a sign that the web creators know 

that what they are sharing/posting is potentially harmful or that they know they could be 

held liable for it. In an age of lawsuits, everyone, including teenagers, is aware that he or 

she could be held liable for just about anything. I will hold off on a discussion of legal 

responsibilities until later. For now, it is important to focus on exactly what the web 

creators are saying since I am not convinced that their primary reason for using warnings 

is an attempt to avoid litigation. 

One reason for the disclaimers is to warn those who are in or who want to be in 

remission that the site could trigger anorexic behavior. The website Wasted Shadow 

exemplifies the concern for health saying that, "These are my thoughts and i warn you 

now that they may be triggering. " 13 The author continues, "This is a pro-ana site, if you 

do not have an eating disorder or are in recovery then please leave!" (Wasted Shadow). 

By stating that the site is a pro-ana site, the experienced pro-ana audience member will 

know what kinds of information and images will be contained within the pages. Some 

sites use the label as the warning such as the following, "Disclaimer: This site is for 

those who accept Anorexia in their lives and don't yet choose to recover" (Starving for 
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Perfection). For those who have spent any time in anorexia or pro-anorexia circles, the 

association with pro-ana is evident. Some site creators go a step further by carefully 

explaining exactly what such a proclamation means. "DISCLAIMER: THIS IS A 

SUPPORT WEBSITE FOR PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM ANOREXIA. I AM NOT 

ATTEMPTING TO TEACH ANYONE HOW TO DEVELOP AN EATING 

DISORDER. I DON'T EVEN THINK THAT IS POSSIBLE. IF YOU ARE NOT 

ANOREXIC, PLEASE LEA VE NOW" (Salvation through Starvation). The disclaimers 

serve as a way for the website creators to feel more ethical about their responsibility. 

Most of them claim that their purpose is to support those with anorexia who are still 

practicing. A common idea runs through these disclaimers that anorexia exists sometimes 

in a dormant state and can be awakened by visiting these websites but that anorexic 

behavior cannot be triggered in someone who does not have the natural disposition to the 

practice anyway. 

However, some websites take extra precautions for new audience members 

perhaps because of the media uproar over the sites. Knowing that the idea of pro-anorexia 

will be new to many, ana's underground grotto takes extra precautions by asking anyone 

new to the site to be especially aware. "Disclaimer: (first-time visitors, please read) This 

is a pro-ana website. That means this is a place where anorexia is regarded as a lifestyle 

and a choice, not an illness or disorder. There are no victims here." Later in the 

paragraph, the authors says, "IF you choose to ignore this warning, you WILL be 

triggered by the content of this site. I REFUSE to be held responsible for YOUR 

decisions since I am not able to make YOUR judgement calls for you" (ana' s 
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underground grotto). Some would argue that such a statement appears to be a challenge, a 

dare to new visitors. To some degree, I would agree; however, I believe the most accurate 

interpretation of the disclaimer is just what it appears to be - a disclaimer that all 

decisions and resulting behaviors are the responsibility of the viewer, not the author. The 

website creators themselves certainly know just how real the anorexic life is. Statements 

like "I, nor this site, are trying to help anyone kill themselves" demonstrates just how real 

anorexia and its effects are (bluedragonfly). Even more interesting is the philosophical, if 

not just plain old medical, understanding of the "disease". The same site continues by 

claiming "THIS SITE IS NEVER MEANT TO TEACH PEOPLE HOW TO BE 

ANOREXIC. I don't think it's something that you can learn anyway. And even if the tips 

on distracting yourself can get you to skip a meal or two one day, that does not an eating 

disorder make" (bluedragonfly). The authors of all of these sites are saying that if a 

viewer is prone to eating disorders the website can be dangerous, but if the viewer is not 

then there really is no effect. In other words, someone cannot be tricked or turned into an 

anorexic. You either have the disposition or you do not. 

The idea that anorexia is a biological disease and not a social one certainly 

challenges ideas held by the general public and most of the medical community. The pro

anas seem to be comparing anorexia to illnesses such as drug addiction and alcoholism. 

Even if their comparison is flawed, the request to have their disease associated with other 

habitual illnesses establishes a need for prolonged and preventative treatment. First

generation pro-ana websites which claimed that anorexia can be a lifestyle choice would 

have had a difficult time establishing ethos while comparing anorexia to illnesses such as 
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alcoholism since very few people would believe that anyone would or could choose to be 

an active alcoholic, anyone who was not ill at the time. However, second-generation pro

ana websites have moved farther away from the lifestyle choice motto, with the notable 

exception of ana' s underground grotto which is one of the oldest sites carrying much of 

its rhetoric from first-generation ideals where it got its start, enabling them to argue that 

what matters is how a person is perceived while practicing anorexic behaviors. A change 

in perception might mean adjusting what it means to be surviving in the disease, a theme 

which will appear over and over. 

Because the web creators are often concerned with explaining just how terrible 

the experience of anorexia is, they often go to great lengths to explain how being pro-ana 

is not the newest diet fad . The rebuffs range from the simple - "This is not a diet it is a 

lifestyle! " (Wasted Shadow) or "This site will not offer you tips to be Anorexic as it is a 

sickness and not just a diet you choose" (Starving for Perfection) - to the outright 

dismissal of adolescent attempts to be cool - " I don' t want anyone here who wants to 

' loose weight ' . I do not want anyone here who thinks they are fine but could stand to 

' lose a couple for their boyfriends"' (bluedragonfly). The occasional pithy comment of 

honesty can, once again, appear to brag more than warn such as when bluedragonfly' s 

author says that, "This ain' t no diet. This is pure mental sickness." 

The need to differentiate between pro-anorexia and a diet is not just a matter of 

semantics. A diet in American culture is viewed as something that a person can go on and 
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off of as he or she chooses. The term "diet" implies a short-lived experience. Diet is a 

strategy, a means to an end. It is the process not the goal. Pro-anorexia, however, does 

not seem to be a strategy so much as a method for living. Pro-anorexia is not something 

random or short-term. Even if the person chooses recovery, pro-anorexia rhetoric claims 

that the struggles not to engage in anorexic behavior will always be present With this in 

mind, a person could be in recovery and pro-anorexic, a theory which will be investigated 

further later in this chapter. Suffice it to say, neither first nor second-generation pro-ana 

. websites would equate diet and pro-anorexia. 

Transition 

Another new element to second-generation pro-ana sites is the inclusion of 

transitional messages. Websites such as Salvation through Starvation have created a safe 

space for those trying to recover from anorexia but may be slipping by visiting the site. 

"TO THOSE IN RECOVERY - THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE A HELPFUL SITE" 

(Salvation through Starvation). By providing a link to help, the site creator is 

acknowledging a place for those who are still visiting pro-ana sites, but would like to be 

fully immersed in recovery. Perhaps this is troubling information to anyone who thinks 

that once a person has begun treatment he or she should not engage in any of the 

behaviors whatsoever. Pro-ana sites are not only acknowledging that people slip on their 

path to recovery, but also can help to serve those who are trying to stay in recovery by 

reminding them that pro-ana sites are not the best choices and referring other more 

appropriate sites. 
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Web authors do not attempt to change the web surfer's mind about choosing 

recovery: just the opposite. They support the choice for recovery, discourage viewing of 

the site, and encourage the movement to a more supportive site. The web creator who 

posted the message listed above offers the chance to leave the site more than once telling 

the reader in another place that "If you do not agree with this [website] , please leave now 

or visit the recovery section of this site" (Starving for Perfection). This site is unique in 

that it offers a set of pages just as developed as the pro-ana pages for recovery. Both parts 

of the site are up and available to anyone who wishes to either live in/with anorexia or to 

seek/stay in recovery. The decision is left to the reader. "You now have the choice to 

view the 'Anorexia' pages which include pictures, information and so forth or you may 

wish to view the 'Recovery' pages where you can learn to leave Ana behind. It is your 

choice, so please choose wisely" (Starving for Perfection). The author of the website is 

taking listening rhetoric and arguably invitational rhetoric to new territory. Starving for 

Perfection now genuinely offers audience members the choice of whether or not to 

choose pro-ana or recovery rhetoric. 

The first-generation pro-ana sites argued that being anorexic was a choice. The 

second-generation sites concede that anorexia is a "disease", but that until the person is 

well she or he should be accepted and accepting. Starving for Perfection demonstrates the 

theory that many of these sites are used as transitional tools for those beginning to think 

about recovery 14• Whereas first-generation sites would remove the site or post a farewell 

message when entering recovery, this site has chosen to leave the pro-ana pages up for 

support for those still practicing anorexic behavior and offering new recovery pages as 
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well. By doing so, this site comes the closest to first-generation sites by saying, "I would 

like you to notice some drastic changes. The creator of this site is currently attempting to 

change her way of life. She is trying to find peace with her body, mind and soul. This site 

is no longer to be classified as 'pro-ED' [eating disorder] but wishes to be labeled as 

'pro-choice"' (Starving for Perfection). Pro-choice was a mantra of first-generation sites, 

but was left behind in second-generation sites when many website creators admitted that 

they believed anorexia was a disease and therefore not a choice. The author is very honest 

about the options available. "Here, you can choose to learn more about how to cope while 

staying true to 'Ana' or you can learn how to leave her for good" (Starving for 

Perfection). The choice presented on this site is not whether or not to live an anorexic 

life, but whether or not to leave it: a small distinction I admit, but an important one. Like 

addicts of other types, the person will not stop the behavior until he or she chooses to; no 

one can make another person stop. 

Other sites acknowledge that some audience members will choose recovery at 

some point and claim, "You'll do that on your own when you're ready. And we'll support 

you in that decision as well. Because that takes the most strength of all: Wanting to be 

normal" (bluedragonfly). Statements of support are not the same thing as offering that 

support just as easily accessible as pro-ana information, although it is hugely important. 

Starving for Perfection's willingness to do both provides a stronger opportunity for 

transformation than hoping someone will choose that path on her or his own, but the 

emotional support offered by some sites for transformation cannot be valued enough. 
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Pain and Sarcasm 

No reasonable person would doubt that there is pain associated with being 

anorexic, particularly mental pain. Since the purpose of the pro-anorexia websites is to 

share thoughts and feelings, among other things, with the world, there would be no 

reason to deny the pain too. The expression of the pain many times appears to be in an 

effort to keep others from having to go through the experiences. The author of Wasted 

Shadow claims, "I do not want to be responsible for introducing anyone into this hell i'm 

living in" (Wasted Shadow). If the statement is taken at face value, and I think there is 

some justification for doing so, then the website itself takes on a multi-use purpose: to 

express and prevent the pain of anorexia. The author says, "I believe in hell, because I 

sometimes think i'm living in it!" (Wasted Shadow). Even though a bit dramatic, as many 

pro-anas sites are prone to being, this statement exposes the despair that many of the 

authors are feeling, and, perhaps, it helps to reveal the impetus for creating the sites: a 

genuine need to express this pain outwardly to someone, to everyone. The expression of 

pain can be a healing moment for the person feeling it and a transformational experience 

for those learning about it. Hopefully, the expression will not be judged, but just heard. 

However, the websites can also carry a feeling of sarcasm. The following use of 

quotations from a statement on ana's underground grotto could be to capture the language 

of so-called "haters", those who reject the pro-ana' s messages and often work to remove 

their sites. But, in the context of the entire site, this statement is probably more accurately 

read as an admonishment of the weak, those who cannot take the pressure of being 

anorexic. Notice which words are quoted and which are not, "If you regard anorexia 
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exclusively as a disease, see yourself as the 'victim' of an ' eating disorder' in need of 

'recovery' , or are seeking 'recovery,' it is strongly suggested that you leave this site 

immediately." The author does not place quotation marks on "disease," which was a 

common practice on first-generation pro-ana sites, an attempt to remove the 

medicalization imposed on lives. Rather, the author puts quotation marks on "victim" as 

though it were not a real state and "eating disorder" as though it were not a real thing. 

Most telling, perhaps, is that quotation marks are used on "recovery" as though it is a 

fictional thing. Although admittedly a very sarcastic and flippant statement, it does reveal 

just how unimaginable it can seem ever to experience life any other way than how it is 

being done in the present. 

Communication 

The pro-ana websites are not just about communicating a message out to the 

world. The sites also serve as a place for conversation, often through blog spaces or email 

postings. One thing most sites do is to invite the audience to communicate back with the 

author. Sometimes, the efforts are as simple as "Email Me" (Salvation through 

Starvation). Other times, the invitation is for a private, more personal communication. 

The author of Wasted Shadow says, "I will try to update as much as I can but sometimes 

finding the energy to get out of bed can be hard ... this life can be lonely so emails about 

your day and your thoughts are always welcome!" If the websites are truly about creating 

connection, which I think they are, then the offer to email the author directly to just chat 

about mundane things is important. Communication is about finding, establishing, and 
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then participating in a community. The need for community is expressed in many ways, 

but will always be connected through some common ground. For pro-anas, the 

commonality is often the lack of membership in other communities or at least at a 

reduced level since full disclosure of identity, the anorexic part, is not encouraged. The 

discovery of a community that not only does not hide, but even celebrates this identity 

marker is a relief for many - so much so that the communication invitation is often 

positive rather than negative as with this one, "Want to meet and network with other pro

anas, trade tips, share secrets, support one another on the quest for perfection? Come visit 

the new, improved, exclusive pro-ana club. ~Project Shapeshift~, now hosted on its own 

private server through plagueangel.com" (ana's underground grotto). The announcement 

of a pro-ana club further establishes community boundaries and status. For those who 

have been longing for insider status in some community, the offer to join an organization 

whose sole purpose is to support a piece of identity which is normally hidden is quite 

attractive. 

Perhaps the desire for communication is rooted in a need to know that their voices 

have been heard, that someone has seen their site and read their words. There also seems 

to be a place for validation. "Take care and thank you very much for coming to see me 

here. Please remember to sign the guestbook before you go and tell me what you think!" 

(Starving for Perfection). There really is only two options for reactions: kudos or disgust. 

The pro-anas know that both exist and do not hide from negative responses. Many of the 

websites will post "hater" mail on the site acknowledging that oppositional voices exist. 

More importantly though, the website creators often seem to want to receive validation 
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not from the general population, but from the pro-ana community specifically. After all 

of the public scrutiny caused most search engines to remove pro-ana websites from their 

pages and companies like Yahoo! stopped hosting pro-ana websites, very few people will 

accidentally find their way onto a pro-ana page. Knowing this, most pro-anas seem to 

think the communication they will receive will be from people somehow connected to 

anorexia. They even provide multiple avenues for communicating directly with the 

author. "Feel free to email me with some suggestions of your own. My email address is 

noted on the 'Contact' page, or you may use the convenient feedback form provided 

there" (ana' s underground grotto). Especially convenient for any audience member who 

may not want her or his email address disclosed through private communication. The 

physical reality of hiding an identity marker often carries over into the virtual world 

where people still feel the need to conceal their identity. 

Acceptance 

Does the pro-ana rhetoric really support the belief that a person should be 

anorexic? The answer is debatable. It varies from first to second-generation sites and 

from site to site. One thing that is consistent, though, is the belief that being anorexic 

does not make one a bad person and that it is survivable. If the primary concern of the 

authors is to communicate their own feelings, a close second would be to let others know 

it is okay to just be who they are, a new version of "I'm okay, you're okay." The 

acceptance of people just as they are is evident in the text of the pages. "If you do have an 

eating disorder then you are very welcome here. I hope you find support here and 
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somewhere where you will not be judged!" (Wasted Shadow). Lack of judgment is a 

strong draw for those who experience that most in their physical reality. After claiming 

that anorexia is a "sickness" and not a diet, the author of Starving for Perfection argues 

"This site will instead try and show you how to become comfortable in your own body 

and who you want to be; whether that be thin, fat or anything else." The inclusion of so 

many body types may seem surprising for a pro-ana site since so many of the sites 

consider larger body types distasteful. An important key to remember is that to an 

anorexic an otherwise normal body size is usually considered overweight. In fact, body 

image distortion is one of the traits used to diagnose anorexia. Hence, when the pro-anas 

talk about fat people, they are usually talking about people of healthy weight. 'There is 

no judgment here and I will be happy to help you any way I can" (Starving for 

Perfection). Because there is no judgment, it is not contradictory to ask for help 

practicing anorexia one day and seeking recovery the next. The help being offered is 

support for the person with whatever she or he is going through at the time. Some web 

authors go to great lengths to explain why support is needed. 

"This site is for support: We pat each other on the backs for our successes 
[ as they are successes to us] and hug each other for our failures. We 
support each other through the rough patches and demand that you take 
care of yourself when another is in danger. So much more than anti-food
ness goes on here. We have a way of being able to bare our souls to each 
other because we don't need to hide the most basic part of our mental 
make-up. It is a starting point: we all know where each other are coming 
from, we don' t need to explain that, and we can trust each other more than 
anyone else in our worlds. It's a support group in the best sense of the 
phrase: You're not okay, and that ' s okay. You can come here and try to 
find a bit of comfort in knowing that you're not alone, won't be judged, 
and no one is going to tell you to fix yourself' (bluedragonfly). 
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The support offered is all about being okay with where a person is at that moment. Help 

can be provided for those who want to be in a different place, whether that is recovery or 

deeper in the practice of anorexia, but no one will be ignored or rejected. For people who 

are being told that how they think and look is wrong from every direction (family, 

friends, doctors and society), total acceptance is novel - and welcome. 

One way that pro-ana sites are often attacked is with the threat of legal 

responsibility. The creators of the sites are not na'ive to this strategy. The disclaimers on 

the fust page of almost every site serve as a generic warning to site surfers much like 

those found on any household appliance. However, some sites are more savvy than 

others. One of the oldest sites is ana's underground grotto, a well-developed and planned 

out site. The author does not disclose why she offers such a straight-forward explanation 

of legal responsibility, but it is obvious that this author is aware of and protecting herself 

from potential liability. 

"If you are under the age of 18, current laws in your geographical region 
may require you to obtain parental consent to view the contents of this 
website. You and you alone - not me - are responsible for determining is 
such laws exist and whether you obey them. By entering this site, you 
automatically certify that you are either 18+ or have obtained parental 
consent to do so. In the event anyone under 18 should enter this site 
without parental consent, I will NOT be held responsible for any federal , 
state or local law they may violate by doing so, nor for ANY resulting 
consequences to their physical, mental, emotional or spiritual health" 
( ana' s underground grotto). 
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A reasonable assumption is that ana's underground grotto experienced a personal attempt 

to remove the site or to hold it liable for something. In one episode on the popular 

television show Judging Amy. a lawsuit was prepared against a person for operating a 

pro-anorexia website. One character challenged the validity of the suit based on the First 

Amendment right of free speech, but the defense was thrown out because the creator of 

the site was charging for access to the information. The creator of ana's underground 

grotto could have created the statement as a preemptive measure against legal action or in 

reaction to pressure received after shows like the Judging Amy episode ran. What is clear 

is that ana's underground grotto has remained free possibly because of just such reasons. 

Recently, bluedragonfly has begun to charge patrons five dollars a month for access to 

some areas of the site. Since the site also sells merchandise such as pro-ana bracelets, the 

chance of being caught up in legal proceedings may increase. By staying completely open 

.and free, ana's underground grotto probably stands a better chance of being protected by 

free speech. 

Definition of Pro-Ana 

The first major shift from first- to second-generation pro-ana sites was the 

backing away from the claim that anorexia was a lifestyle choice. Along with such a 

move, most sites have begun to redefine the term pro-ana. For first-generation sites, the 

term meant being okay with anorexia, choosing it as a lifestyle. The choice of name, pro

ana, and the belief that people could do whatever they wanted with their bodies was very 

reminiscent of pro-choice arguments. I always enjoyed the arguable feminist stance these 
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otherwise anti-feminist websites offered. For me, it brought back the time when, after 

women had fought to work outside of the home, many women felt they had to fight 

feminists for the right to work in the home. The pro-anas argued that if their bodies really 

were their own, then they could do whatever they wanted with them, even if their actions 

were potentially harmful. A challenge was made to broaden our understandings of what it 

meant to be in charge of our own lives, bodies. This challenge carried linked directly to 

disability activists who argued that living in their bodies as they were was many times 

preferable to undergoing medical procedures to make them more "whole". 

The first-generation arguments offered many opportunities to rethink what 

identity stands for and who gets to create identity. Second-generation arguments are 

different, but still offer some of those great opportunities. Although the name pro-ana has 

stayed as the public identity marker for the community, how the term is defined has 

evolved. The main reason for doing so was the trouble to arguing that anorexia was/is not 

a "disease". Once many of the website authors discovered that they could/would not deny 

this, their claim that they chose to be anorexic, hence the pro-ana name, did not work any 

longer. None of this matters though since the principal message coming out of pro-ana 

sites was one of self-acceptance, whatever state that self was in at the time. The message 

of self-acceptance and then eventually acceptance by others continues to be the primary 

purpose of pro-ana sites. Because of this, the web authors will often rail against anorexia, 

"I have said before, will always believe, and always say whether I recover or not -

Anorexia Nervosa is a mental disease that reflects an imperfection in the make up of your 

ability to process emotion and stimulus [yes, I made that up, it's not regurgitated pap-
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speak from some Cosmo, like haters use.]", even if their railings represent nothing but 

their own understanding of the "disease" (bluedragon:fly). At the same time that they 

openly despise anorexia, the web authors find a way to still support the person living with 

it. "On this site, I intend to discuss the philosophy behind the concept of 'pro-ana.' Please 

note, by using the term 'pro-ana,' I do not merely mean being an advocate of the ana 

lifestyle, though that is part of it. 'Pro' is also short for PROACTIVE" (ana' s 

underground grotto). A common way to support the person and hate the "disease" is to 

approach pro-ana as a way of surviving. By being "proactive", the anas are able to give in 

to some desires (not to eat) while not actually killing themselves (starving to death or 

suicide from depression). If anorexia is a disease of the mind and the effects on the body 

are only symptoms, then treatment might include limiting eating. 

Then again, there are still a few of the first-generation sites that just want to be 

thin no matter the cost. 

"This is a gathering point for sentient individuals who are working to 
cause changes to occur in body in conformity to will. There are no victims 
here, and maturity is measured in the acceptance of personal 
responsibility, not the number of birthdays survived. This is not a place for 
the faint-hearted, weak, hysterical, or those looking to be rescued. This is 
not a place for those who bow to consensus definitions of reality of who 
believe in the cancerous fallacy that there is any other authority on earth 
besides their own incontrovertibly self-evident, inherent birthright to 
govern themselves. This is a place for the elite who, through personal 
success in their ongoing quest for perfection, demonstrate daily the power 
and results of applying will, imagination, creativity and effort toward 
meeting their goals" (ana' s underground grotto). 

Could pro-anas actually be arguing that practicing anorexic behaviors is an act of self

preservation? Second-generation pro-ana sites claim that someone who is anorexic does 
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not need to be taught how to be so, and that someone who is not anorexic can diet. 

Following a certain type of logic, one could see how being pro-ana could be a form of 

survival. "Tips are to give you fresh ideas on how to stay on track so that you don't fall 

into a depression and kill yourself - not to teach you how to 'not eat'" (bluedragonfly). 

Not accomplishing a goal, to be thin, could cause someone, according to pro-ana thought, 

to spiral into such a deep depression that suicide becomes a prospect. 

Rhetorical Analysis 

About the year 2000, the United States media began to become aware of 

pro-ana websites, and as they had with other identity marked groups, the reporting and 

the images of the group members was always negative. Even in 2005 the response to a 

self-identified person as pro-ana is shock and disgust. Very few people are willing to set 

aside twenty-first century American ideas about health long enough to listen to the people 

living with the "disease". To claim the identity of pro-ana is both an act of self

acceptance and of rebellion. In the first part of this chapter, I have addressed, through the 

use of grounded theory, how the websites act as a gesture of self-acceptance, both of the 

self to the self and of others to the self/self to others. For the second part of this chapter, I 

will address the rebellious nature of pro-ana sites. There is a lot to rebel against after all; 

the media, society, and medicine are all vested in the pro-ana power struggle. 

Michel Foucault' s work looks at power struggles.15 Identity rhetoric represents 

the power struggle that every person feels. At times one particular identity marker can be 

more important than others. For instance, when in the comfort of our homes, rarely are 
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we concerned with identity markers such as race, ethnicity, religion or sexuality since 

those in our homes are often like-minded. However, once we go into public (school, 

work, etcetera.), these markers can become extremely important, and not just because we 

make them so, but because they really do matter. Pro-anas probably do not define 

themselves every waking moment by anorexia, yet it probably does not wander far from 

their attention since to be anorexic is a visible marker: one which can be seen by others. 

Anorexia is an identity marker which implies both mental and physical illness making it 

doubly troubling. 

What is so special, so different, about online environments? First, the space is 

rarely regulated. There are few laws governing its usage and those that do exist are 

difficult to enforce. Without the organized systems of administration that exist in physical 

reality, online communities have greater opportunity to shift power structures around so 

that power is more distributed. For instance, there are similar numbers of pro-anorexia 

websites and pro-recovery websites. Just because pro-recovery organizations have more 

power in physical reality does not translate to equal power status in virtual reality. 

Second, anyone can create one. Any person with the right equipment can create a 

website, making the internet a much more democratic media source than any other. While 

the equipment can be expensive to purchase, the availability of free sources allows almost 

anyone to use and create websites. Third, the audience has the ability to choose to enter 

or leave the online environment anytime. Because the audience members have the power 

to receive the message at her or his own discretion, the person can choose to completely 

reject it at any time or consume it at any level. The use of online environments to 
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communicate pro-ana rhetoric is hugely important. If the same messages were played out 

in physical reality, the ability of the pro-anas to spread their message would be severely 

limited. Finding someone who would help to deliver the message could prove to be a 

much larger problem. The likelihood of pro-ana rhetoric even existing were it not for 

online environments is doubtful. 

Looking at websites as a type of architecture, they can be seen as spaces which 

are built intentionally by someone for someone that houses ideologies, exists in a 

community, and creates environment. In an interview with Paul Rabinow about the 

connections between space, knowledge, and power, Foucault is asked about changes 

"within the theory of architecture itself' (240). He replied, "It was not necessarily a 

change in the minds of architects, or in their techniques - although that remains to be 

seen - but in the minds of political men in the choice and the form of attention that they 

bring to bear upon the objects that are of concern to them" (240). Pro-ana sites do not do 

anything different in the websites they build than other website creators in terms of 

design or layout, but their attention to architecture is much different. Foucault died in 

1984 before the internet really took off. Obviously, he was not thinking of websites when 

he constructed his theories about architecture, but they apply. Ideas about how to create a 

space that is so attuned to creating an environment is reminiscent of Foucault' s 

architecture. 

Foucault says that "architects are not the masters of the space that they once 

were," by saying they are, "not the technicians or engineers of the three great variables -

territory, communication, and speed. These escape the domain of architects" (244). The 
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"new" architects, if you will, are those of media environments able to deliver a message 

to more people and further reaching areas faster than ever before, and websites are 

available continuously, whenever an audience member wants it. The architecture of 

websites creates an environment which is truly beyond the power of the creator. The 

average website is not bound by time or space or even the rhetor' s intentions. Even the 

audience members are restricted only to their own choices of consumption, which are 

quite powerful, but cannot work to control the space any more than the rhetor. The online 

environment is alive in many senses causing a different architecture than what exists 

anywhere else. 

Rabinow asks Foucault if he sees "any particular architectural projects, either in 

the past or the present, as forces of liberation or resistance" (245). He responds; 

"I do not think that it is possible to say that one thing is of the order of 
' liberation' and another is of the order of 'oppression' .... On the other 
hand, I do not think that there is anything that is functionally - by its very 
nature - absolutely liberating. Liberty is a practice. So there may, in fact, 
always be a certain number of projects whose aim it to modify some 
constraints, to loosen, or even to break them, but none of these projects 
can, simply by its nature, assure that people will have liberty 
automatically, that it will be established by the project itself. The liberty of 
men is never assured by the institutions and laws that are intended to 
guarantee them. This is why almost all of these laws and institutions are 
quite capable of being turned around. Not because they are ambiguous, but 
simply because 'liberty' is what must be exercised" (245). 

The architecture of online environments may very well have the ability to help liberate 

people, but if the space is not used in a liberatory manner then the space cannot make 

things happen just by existing. The freedom which is inherit in the nature of the internet 

is only found when people or groups like the pro-anas use the space to practice those 
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ideas which they are limited from expressing in other spaces. "I thinkthat [architecture] 

can and does produce positive effects when the liberating intentions of the architect 

coincide with the real practice of people in the exercise of their freedom" (Foucault 246). 

Whether or not pro-ana rhetoric is the result of healthy or pathologic thinking is not so 

much the revolutionary quality of pro-ana websites. The real breakthrough in liberating 

people from oppression lies in the power to share experiences through a space perfectly 

adept for such purposes. Pro-ana websites do rail against the structures which work to 

create oppression for them, mostly medical communities and social body norms, but 

mostly they provide an outlet for expression, an act which proves more powerful than 

simple reactive rantings. 

While architects of websites hold unlimited potential to affect power structures, 

they do not actually hold the power themselves as other positioned people do. Foucault 

differentiates between those who create spaces for power distribution and those who 

distribute power themselves. He is careful not to clump all people with access to power 

together as potentially oppressive figures . "[I] was not really attempting to describe 

figures of domination when I referred to doctors and people like that, but rather to 

describe people through whom power is passed or who are important in the fields of 

power relations. A patient in a mental institution is placed within a field of fairly 

complicated power relations ... The pastor in a Christian or Catholic church is an 

important link in a set of power relations. The architect is not an individual of that sort" 

(24 7). The power held by those like doctors who run mental institutions, or even personal 

practices, and pastors of churches is quite unlike that which could be attributed to website 
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creators. Doctors' and pastors' power is dependent upon being held as authority figures. 

Attempts to usurp that power or to distribute it are seen as attacks on the institution 

granting them the power they hold, an act not looked upon favorably. The architect 

though works to provide everyone with opportunities for power in order to further 

strengthen the community, for if one member has power then the whole community 

benefits from it. The resistance to place power in the hands of an institution is read by 

American society as an act of aggression towards the institution, so much so that the 

person or group resisting is often viewed as a threat to the general public. If a pro-ana 

website rejects medical diagnosis, what will happen if other people diagnosed with eating 

disorders decide to reject too? What if people who have not been diagnosed with an 

eating disorder decide to engage in the behavior? What if the medical community or 

general public no longer has the power to label people and make decisions about them 

based upon those labels? Obvious destruction to the power structure will take place. 

American society believes that the whole is safer when the few are contained. 

Foucault' s architect is different from other creators of structures because once the 

architect has released her or his project the control over the space is no longer at her or 

his discretion. "After all, the architect had no power over me. If I want to tear down or 

change a house he has built for me, put up new partitions, add a chimney, the architect 

has no control. So architect should be placed in another category - which is not to say 

that he is not totally foreign to the organization, the implementation, and all the 

techniques of power that are exercised in a society" (247-248). Similarly, the website 

creator cannot control how a person will view the site or what she or he will do with the 
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site. The internet works in such a way that people can take pieces of a website, images or 

text, and add them on to their own projects. People can also link to websites creating a 

feeling of connection between the two even though both parties may not wish there to be 

one. However, the website creator does have choices to make which can limit or 

discourage or extend or encourage behavior like described. The architect of a website is 

not void of power completely nor the responsibility for creating structures which 

distribute it, but the architect does not hold the only access to it like other structures. 

Quite simply, "Space is fundamental in any form of communal life; space is 

fundamental in any exercise of power" (Foucault 252). Space allows for events to occur. 

Different spaces will create a different set of events so that each is unique. When an 

architect creates a space, power has been exercised and that will help to set a series of 

events into motion. Pro-ana websites bridge the gap between the need to belong and the 

need to express experiences which define identity. Manuel Castells researches the push 

and pull that is growing in American society. Castells argues, "Our societies are 

increasingly structured around a bipolar opposition between the Net and the Self' (3). He 

says this is happening because of a "fundamental split between abstract, universal 

instrumentalism, and historically rooted, particularistic identities" (3). The power 

structures that exist in societal norms and the medical community work to create an 

identity marker in people who are oppressed by them. Those identities conflict with 

identities those which caused the medical community or general society to pay attention 

to the person to begin with. People with anorexia are pulled into a power structure which 

works to control them by changing their behavior. Knowing that what you do, who you 
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are, is both integral to who you are and something that can be changed creates a 

frustration within the self. Pro-ana websites work to express the conflict that exists 

because of a complicated identity. "[S]pace is not a reflection of society, it is its 

expression" ( 410). There is no wonder that pro-ana websites are so controversial. They 

represent controversy both in the person and in the power structure. "Spatial forms and 

processes are formed by the dynamics of the overall social structure. This includes 

contradictory trends derived from conflicts and strategies between social actors playing 

out their opposing interests and values" ( 410-411 ). Pro-ana websites offer the space to 

work through beliefs that seem contradictory such as the one that anorexia can be a form 

of survival. The behavior may be dangerous in some ways, for the body especially, but 

pro-anorexia rhetoric teaches that denying the self is more dangerous. The space of pro

ana websites reflects the complicated identity of many anorexics. "Furthermore, social 

processes influence space by acting on the built environment inherited from previous 

socio-spatial structures" ( 411 ). The spaces created by, for instance, the medical 

community regarding eating disorders greatly affects the spaces created by pro-anas in 

their attempt to account for the splintered pieces of their identity. 

Castells believes society is created by "flows" (flows of capital, flows of 

information, flows of images, etc). Based on these flows, which he calls "the space of 

flows," he proposes "a new spatial form characteristic of social practices that dominate 

and shape the network society" (412). Most importantly, he believes these spaces can be 

recreated because they are based on expectant variables. While Castells is concerned 

with how society itself is networked, connected, due in large part to technology such as 
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the internet, I see his space of flows much like the liminal spaces created by the pro-anas. 

Much of the behavior on websites replicate that of the physical world, even the power 

structures. However, because the architects of the web and of individual sites have such 

limited power over how information is received, the power structure actually shifts to 

benefit the receiver more than the creator. 

Are the pro-anas really sick? Mentally ill? The answer depends in large part on 

how anorexia is classified. A discussion to that end is not really the purpose of this 

research project anyway. Of main concern here is what is the purpose of being pro-ana? 

What are the effects of pro-anas' existing? What are the causes of pro-anorexia? For 

these questions, I am not asking for medical explanations. Foucault and the field of 

disability studies have clearly shown that illness is relative; it is fixed only in time and 

place. 16 

There are degrees of anorexia after all, even by medical diagnosis. If a goal of 

pro-anorexia is to be thin, even at a cost, then many people in America are pro-ana. If 

sharing tips for success or images for inspiration qualifies, then all weight loss programs 

are pro-ana. An organization called the Calorie Restriction Society believes that by eating 

only what the body needs will lead to a longer and healthier life. Members often eat close 

to the same amount of calories as the pro-anas do, but because their organization is led by 

a doctor they are not believed by general society to be sick. Cigarettes and alcohol are 

bad for health, but people still indulge in both, often to excess. Rarely are these moderate 

users ostracized for their behavior. But those who do use the substances to excess are 

considered to have an addiction or to be sick. More importantly, the people labeled as 
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such usually agree. Very few other examples exist where medically diagnosed people 

say, "Yes, I agree that I have the physical or mental qualities that you say, but I am not 

sick. I do not want your help." Some examples do exist of which almost all are a part of 

the disability community and are activists. For instance, some deaf people who are part of 

activist groups do not consider themselves "disabled." Rather, they claim membership to 

a specific group of people who are like them, the Deaf Community. 17 An obvious 

difference between the two groups is the lack of choice. People who are deaf have not 

chosen to be so except, perhaps, in the case of the rejection of a cochlear implant. Popular 

culture takes comfort in believing that conditions identified as disability are always put 

upon the person, thus removing the person of any responsibility. Cochlear implants 

provide an opportunity for many deaf people to obtain at least partial hearing. By 

rejecting the implant in favor of embracing the Deaf Community and the culture which 

accompanies it, the person has chosen to be "disabled." Ironically, if doctors are right 

that anorexia is a type of mental disorder, then choice was not an option in this case 

either. The right to accept yourself, "diseased" or not, as you are is a very powerful 

rhetorical act. 

In previous arguments, I have addressed the commonalities between pro-anas and 

the women's rights activists, particularly the pro-choice movement. Claiming an identity 

of pro-ana, beyond just the similar name, is a statement about ownership over our own 

bodies: the right to choose what to do with our bodies. With the decline of the first

generation pro-ana sites, I thought these connections would be lost. However, the second

generation sites have adopted a collective identity of pro-self, much like pro-woman. Pro-
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anas have said there is room for all people suffering from eating disorders including those 

whose status in the "disease" is still uncertain, in transformation. The sites are about 

supporting people who have a common bond, whatever form that it is in. 

The sites, then, become about shifting the power structure. Pro-anas are moving 

the power nucleus to neutral ground. No traditional communication genre (television, 

news, etc.) would allow pro-ana voices to hold the same ethos as that of medical experts. 

Pro-ana websites take the argument directly to the audience. Arguments based on pathos 

and ethos, more so than logos, allows the pro-anas to be the masters of the subject. The 

objective is not to adjust the power structure so that pro-anas themselves hold more, but 

rather to provide the power to choose to the audience. 

In the process of shifting the power towards the audience of web surfers, the pro

anas are able to remove power from the medical community, media, and American 

society in general. The medical community, who had so carefully categorized and labeled 

anorexia, is no longer allowed to determine who is "sick" or how a "sick" person should 

act. American society allows patients to reject medical help only when they are dying. 18 

A diagnosis of terminal cancer can produce patients who wish to die at home instead of a 

hospital or who want to spend their final days lucid and active instead of drugged up and 

sluggish. These people should have the right to deal with their illness, and thus diagnosis, 

how they feel is best for them. Pro-anas are not dying though - not right away at least. 

Their fate does not have to be a fatal one; they could choose life. Or can they? If anorexia 

can cause death and often does because of other biological factors, then is a diagnosis of 

anorexia a type of death sentence? Surely, it can feel like it to someone living with the 
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behavior. Without delving too far into the psychology of anorexia, a reasonable 

expectation would be one of desperation. Anytime a person is told there is something 

inherently wrong with her or him, his or her core identity foundation is rocked to the 

core. Accepting the true self seems a healthy thing to do. Claiming that identity can help 

to remind a person of why he or she makes the decisions he or she does. Like alcoholics 

who will always struggle with wanting a drink, anorexics will struggle with decisions 

about eating. Perhaps claiming the identity of pro-ana is equivalent to saying a person is 

an alcoholic . Both acknowledge a daily struggle while at the same time accepting all of 

the self without judgment. 

Some pro-anas may choose the identity as a way to distance themselves further 

from a society who is already rejecting them. It is a way of saying, "if you think I'm bad 

now, wait until you see what I am capable of doing." If you are going to be a criminal, 

you want to be the best criminal you can be. That means going one step further and doing 

the things nobody else will do. The bravado that comes with being the best at being bad is 

common among sub-cultures who identify themselves as enjoying what they do. Are 

people born bad, or evil, or do they learn it? Are people born hating their bodies, or do 

they learn it? Or, are these entirely the wrong questions to ask? The trouble for most pro

ana critics, whoever they are, is that people are living lives in a way that seems 

unhealthy. The problem is not so much about whether or not choices are being made, 

whether or not pro-anas are sick. Americans, particularly those who are highly educated, 

often feel their ideas are superior to those of others. To be fair, the highly educated are 

just that _ highly educated - and this does enable them to delve deeper into an issue than 
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others may have done. However, feminist theory has taught one tenet that defends the 

pro-anas more than any other. Each person, by right of the body born into and the 

experiences known through it, is true and right. We want to change those whose lives we 

think are not right, but we do not have the authority to do so nor is it appropriate to try as 

long as their choices do not infringe on other people' s rights. 

Mikhail Bakhtin talks about architectonics, the belief that all people and events 

are connected. 19 When one person has an interaction with another person, change will 

occur in both people whether it is "good" or "bad". Anyone who visits a pro-ana website 

will be affected by that exchange. Many people's reaction will be, "Why would anyone 

want to be anorexic?" and although they are not really interested in answering that 

question, it is exactly the type of question that should be asked. In a perfect world, 

anyone who encountered pro-ana rhetoric would take away from it a questioning of 

identity and the power structures that create/influence identity. Ever an optimist, I do 

believe that every person is left questioning identity, but not in the same ways, not to the 

same depth. For some, those changes will come in time. For others, those changes must 

be encouraged by those who are trained to spot and investigate the uses of rhetoric. 

However, there remains a fraction of the population who will, upon encountering a reality 

they do not wish to know about, retreat further into their denial. These people too have 

been affected by pro-ana pages and change has occurred. Reactions such as these further 

establish the need for safe spaces for the exchange of ideas. The liminal spaces created by 

the pro-ana websites offer that because the audience is never forced or pressured into 

accepting the rhetoric. The lack of a physical person delivering the message and the 
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choice to leave the site enables the audience member to reject secretly any ideas which 

are troubling. However, because so many pro-ana sites offer the opportunity to 

communicate with the creator, anyone who visits the site has direct contact with the 

rhetor. While all parties of the space are changed by it, each participant has the power to 

choose the level of change she or he wishes to act upon. Even those who do not choose to 

consciously change have been effected by the encounter with the pro-ana sites. If nothing 

else, the audience is now aware that such sites exist and that there are people who claim a 

pro-ana identity. This new information will become part of the bank of knowledge that a 

person has from which to make decisions hence forth. 

Historically, humans have taken those whose lives seem less valuable and 

subjugated them to our own desires. We imprison the criminal. We institutionalize the 

insane. We hospitalize the sick. If your life is troubling to our collective conscience, we 

remove it from sight. If your body or mind is not wrong enough for drastic measures, we 

provide you with warnings of what will happen and punishment for what has been done. 

Our fust warning to pro-anas was to respond with shock. People email or post on pro-ana 

sites things they would never say face-to-face. We talk about the subject on talk shows 

and television dramas without ever trying to determine why someone would claim to be 

pro-ana. The real questions behind pro-ana are never addressed because our own guilt 

would be revealed. A group like the pro-anas do not exist outside of our culture no matter 

how heard we try to exile them out of it. They are a product of the culture, a group which 

began as individuals looking for support and understanding. People do not go looking for 

this kind of community online if they are finding what they need in their physical lives. 
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The general eagerness to communicate via the websites proves just how much each pro

ana is looking for connection. Pro-anas, for all of their resistance, are still offering an 

olive branch to those who reject them. Alone, they have shown how invitational rhetoric 

can happen. Together, their very presence on the web offers society an invitation to talk 

about identity. The collective messages we are sending out about what it means to be a 

valuable and participating member of our society can be changed. 

Claiming the body, resisting power structures with it, and then initiating 

conversation are rhetorically sophisticated acts by people who are doing nothing that 

anyone could not do if they wanted. Pro-anas show us how social change can happen. 

They have created a space for potential change in their own lives and in the lives of 

others. Their liminal space is all the more important since they have chosen one where 

power resides more strongly with the audience, not the rhetor. Accept their invitation and 

listen carefully. Pro-anas have brought together the best of our rhetorical theory (Burke, 

Foucault, Bakhtin, and Fri ere) in a way that demonstrates the true power of language -

the power of change. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION 

Much of the unrest in current American culture is created by political battles 

waged on the back of identity. People take sides on issues not because they are fully 

educated about a topic, but usually because they claim a particular identity which is 

supposed to adopt a certain stance. For example, while talking to a student one day about 

why she supported the person she did for President of the United States in the 2004 

elections, we began to discuss her religious beliefs which were driving her political 

choices. The student said she was Baptist. When I asked her why she was Baptist and 

whether or not she had visited or learned about other theologies to be sure she really was 

Baptist, the girl answered that she was Baptist because her parents were. Following her 

logic, this student was her parents' daughter. Her parents were Baptist so she was too. 

Baptists believe certain ideologies so she did too. Those ideologies supported the 

Republican Party so she did too. The Republican Party supported George W. Bush so she 

did too. The problem with her logic was that when asked to research issues that she felt 

should be election issues and then take a stance on those her results would have had her 

supporting Ralph Nader of the Green Party for President. She had to come to talk with 

me to demand an explanation for why I had tricked her into making it look like she 

supported Nader when she knew she really supported Bush. Because of a series of 

identities that the student had adopted ( daughter, Baptist, Republican), the girl felt utterly 
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incapable of trusting her own beliefs outside of those identities. Further, because she 

clung to the identities so tightly, she was confrontational in her interactions with me and 

others almost to the point of being unable to communicate at all. 

Pro-anorexia rhetoric takes up the issue of multiple identities and the conflicting 

ideologies which can be a result head on. Pro-ana supporters/believers struggle with the 

knowledge that anorexic behavior could be the result of something called mental illness, 

but that this illness is what is natural for them. Some pro-anas both want to change what 

they do and accept who they are even though who they are is what they do. How do you 

work to convince people to accept you for who you are while trying to find a way to 

change? To begin to make sense of all of this complicated identity construction, 

understandings of identity which allow for multiple components must be introduced. 

Gloria Anzaldua' s mestiza consciousness "copes by developing a tolerance for 

contradictions, a tolerance for ambiguity" (101). The ambiguity, according to Anzaldua, 

is then transformed into something new through a process which "the soul performs" 

(1 0 1 ). "This assembly is not one where severed or separated pieces merely come 

together. Nor is it a balancing of opposing powers. In attempting to work out a synthesis, 

the self has added a third element which is greater than the sum of its severed parts" 

(101-102). The mestiza consciousness derives from pain, the pain which comes from 

"break[ing] down the subject-object duality that keeps her a prisoner and [showing] in the 

flesh and through the images in her work how duality is transcended" (102). Pro-anorexia 

is not only about being anorexic and being healthy, although that is part of it. Pro

anorexia is about a new identity which is about seeing yourself differently and accepting 
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that self. Choosing recovery or choosing to stay in anorexia becomes a matter of what is 

right for a person at the moment, not what was right before or will be right later. My 

student who struggled with her choice for President in 2004 was learning that what was 

right for her before or for others who matter to her was not what was best for her in the 

moment. Her resistance to her new consciousness prevented her from moving through the 

hurting place of conflicted identities to the healing place of mestiza. 

As teachers and scholars, rhetoricians are uniquely situated to help identify 

liminal spaces which could lead to mestiza consciousness. Students are often utterly 

unaware of their terministic screens or how those are affecting their interpretation of a 

scene20. Students like the one I discussed earlier are not realizing the connections 

between their choices, or sometimes their reflex actions more so than choices. Far from 

believing that a specific political agenda should be pushed on people, particularly 

students, I see the role of rhetoricians as that of sharing the methods which can be used to 

reveal the screens affecting the interpretation of reality. "Even if any given terminology is 

a reflection of reality, by its very nature as a terminology it must be a selection of reality; 

and to this extent it must function also as a deflection of reality" (Burke 45). Helping 

people to recognize the screens affecting rhetoric will help them to understand how their 

reality may not always be the same as someone else's. For pro-ana critics, such a 

revelation may help some people to understand how the pro-anas could hold a position so 

many find unacceptable. Pro-anas are not the only people oppressed by the power 

structures of medicine and popular opinion. All members of American society, including 

the medical community, are feeling the reverberations of the architectonics. Following a 
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very Gandhi-like or Martin Luther King Jr.-like belief about interconnectedness, any time 

one member of the group is oppressed all members are oppressed. Even though many 

people will resist the idea that the attack on pro-anas is an attack on everyone, 

rhetoricians must work to show the architectonics at work. "Critical and liberating 

dialogue, which presupposes action, must be carried on with the oppressed at whatever 

the stage of their struggle for liberation" (Freire 4 7). Sharing the strategies of rhetorical 

analysis cannot be limited to classrooms, lecture halls or scholarly journals. As with my 

example in the first chapter about Lennard Davis' letter to a newspaper, far more people 

are likely to be reached in one brief message sent via a popular media source than with 

traditional academic venues. Not everyone who is provided with the tools will use them, 

but the rhetorician' s job is not to set the political agenda, but rather to help people 

negotiate it. 

Certainly, the general media's position on pro-anorexia has not been one of 

liberation. Newspapers, magazines, television shows, and health-related websites have 

formed a united front on the dangers and sickness associated with pro-anorexia. Mostly 

the positions assumed are not based entirely on knee-jerk reactions, although those 

happen, but rather on the advice of professionals who work with and run medical centers 

for people with eating disorders. One report on the BBC News website quotes Deanne 

Jade the Director of the UK National Centre for Eating Disorders, as saying, "I would 
' 

quite like to see [a pro-anorexic] individual being sued for the advice they 're giving" 

(Jackson and Elliot). Although two other physicians are interviewed for the piece, both of 

whom who hold much milder positions on pro-anorexia websites, the more inflammatory 
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comments from Jade are used as both the boxed text quotation and the bolded 

introductory statement. A local newspaper in North Carolina ran an article quoting 

Lauren Solotar, vice president of clinical services and operations at the May Institute 

which specializes in behavioral health, as saying the pro-anorexia websites "are horrific" 

("Web Sites Promote Anorexia"). Typically, the article presents the startling names of 

sites, out-of-context quotes, and medical propaganda as evidence that pro-ana websites 

have nothing valuable to offer. 

Even websites dedicated to providing online health information takes a narrow 

and prescriptive way out. A website called Preteenagers Today which is associated with a 

web ring on iParenting.com ran an article with quotations by Abigail Natenshon, a 

psychotherapist who specializes in working with eating disorders and who has authored a 

book on eating disorders. While Natenshon admits that the pro-ana websites provide both 

acceptance and community to those with eating disorders, the article's author assumes 

that it is the "search for help that brings young people to these sites - reaching out for 

support, information and a sense of connection" (Morrison). The author even ignores the 

voice of a recovered anorexic who explains that anorexia is not something a person just 

chooses to do therefore denying the possibility that the pro-ana websites can trigger the 

practice in anyone who is not pre-supposed to it. As an alternative to pro-ana websites the 

author lists two websites which focus on issues of body image created by the expert, 

Natenshon, she interviewed for the story. In other words, the article ' s author's position is 

that any problems with body image can be settled by visiting a healthy site instead of a 

pro-ana, site thus avoiding the practice of any eating disorder. I am quite sure that there 
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are many people with eating disorders who wish the solution to their eating disorder 

could have been solved that easily. Further, the author completely misses the point that 

pro-ana websites are created for those who already living in the disease. 

More complicated understandings of pro-anorexia websites are hard to find, but 

when they do exist they rarely back off of the ardent attacks like those of the most simple 

of pro-ana critics. After reviewing pro-ana images and text, Eleanor Taylor, author of 

"Totally in Control: The Rise of Pro-Ana/Pro-Mia Websites" refers to the messages of 

empowerment, which she places in quotes as sarcasm, as "noisy preaching" and a 

"distasteful joke." Taylor goes on to say: 

Pro-ana sites pose a problem for non-anorexics. They especially pose a 
problem for those who care for someone with an eating disorder. This is 
because they allow people with eating disorders to get together and 
support each other in their struggle to achieve their goals, not towards 
recovery but towards thinness, "perfection", and "the perfect body". 
Knowledge of their existence entails a dilemma - is it ethically acceptable 
to allow sites which encourage unrealistic aspiration towards self
destructive goals to continue to function? 

But, just when Taylor seems to have slipped into a permanent awareness coma, she 

begins to complicate pro-ana identity. Taylor immediately answers her question posed 

above by saying that every fashion magazine would have to be censored. She continues 

throughout the article switching back and forth between challenging and almost 

supporting pro-ana rhetoric. Particularly, Taylor struggles with the mixed signals sent out 

through popular media regarding thinness as the ideal body type and the rejection of the 

anorexic body. She questions just where the lines between the two are. I have also 

pointed out in my own research the hypocrisy of body types that pro-ana identity forces 
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into our consciousness. Taylor does so by saying, "We should be glad of the insights that 

pro-ana websites offer us into the anorexic psyche. Not only do they allow non-sufferers 

a new perspective on eating disorders, but also they reveal some of the delusions and 

hypocrisies that underlie accepted attitudes towards food and dieting." While never 

acquiescing to the ideologies of pro-ana rhetoric, Taylor never-the-less manages to find 

some intrinsic value in their existence. 

Rebecka Peebles conducted a survey with 52 teenagers with eating disorders and 

presented her findings in "Teens with Eating Disorders Visit Diet Websites" (McCook). 

She presents a lot of data which implies that pro-ana websites are dangerous such as sixty 

percent of teenagers who visit pro-ana sites admitted to trying the diet tips found on the 

site. Peebles then notes that twenty-five percent of the teenagers who visited recovery 

· sites tried diet tips discovered on those sites. Would it be reasonable to think that people 

who are interested in finding tips for losing weight will find them in any forum they are 

enter into? 

Perhaps it is the fear of being accused of pushing an agenda which keeps so many 

scholars out of the popular media environment. The rules of academic exchange usually 

help to keep the process fair and biased. The general public is easily fooled by claims of 

certainty claiming to know the right thing to do. The complicated nature of identity 

leaves a nagging need for security, for answers. This need is often filled by simply 

clinging to one identity marker so tightly that it is allowed to make all decisions for the 

person. In American culture, most major identity markers usually have a champion in the 

public eye which represents what it means to be that identity. The champion is often 
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charged with making decisions for that identity group and are often blindly followed. One 

such champion is Oprah Winfrey. As a media mogul, she is poised to spread her 

ideologies to millions of audiences. Over the years, Winfrey's status has grown to the 

point where the mere mention of a product on her popular television show can result in 

record-setting sales. Single-handedly she can make or break the career of personalities or 

experts. Because Winfrey herself holds a variety of identity markers, ones which she 

openly reveals to her audiences such as "woman", "black", and "abuse survivor," she 

appeals to a wide cross section of the American population. However, all of her power 

and success does not release her from her terministic screens. Whenever she addresses a 

topic on her television show, her screens are revealed partly due to her choice of guests. 

On the show titled "Girls Who Don't Eat," Winfrey addresses eating disorders including 

anorexia and pro-anorexia websites. Included in the show are several girls who share 

heart-breaking stories about struggle but ultimately success in beating eating disorders 

and several medical experts of eating disorders. 

The conversation around pro-anorexia websites centered around preventing or 

monitoring children's access to the sites or in condemning the pro-anas as dangerous 

criminals. Holly Hoff of the National Eating Disorders Association is quoted on the 

show's archive as saying, "With the pressure to be thin in our culture, [these websites 

are] like placing a loaded gun in the hands of someone who is feeling suicidal." Hoff was 

on to talk about the websites and her efforts to have them removed from search engines 

such as Yahoo!, one she had already been successful with. Compared to the discussion of 

anorexia which was addressed as a complicated condition, the pro-ana sites were 
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dismissed as not only ridiculous, but quite literally dangerous, equating it to a gun and 

this from the woman who heads an organization designed to work with people with 

eating disorders. Because of her own battles with weight, Winfrey has become a 

champion of all things related to body image, and although she does not have any 

children of her own, her identity of childhood abuse survivor has made her a champion of 

children' s protection. When Oprah Winfrey asserts through the voice of her experts and 

story lines that something is bad, the hordes of followers who claim an identity related to 

those she champions will fall right into line. In fact, one of the book authors and experts 

from that show realized the potential from being on the show and now touts on her own 

site support for her book as "recommended by Oprah" 

(http://www.empoweredparents.com/pages/testimonials.htm). 

Indeed, the medical experts associated with eating disorders are not surprisingly 

quick to dismiss the rhetoric of pro-anas. What is surprising though is how often pro-ana 

critics are using popular culture venues to do the dismissing, even those sources which 

are a bit questionable even for pop culture aficionados. An article in People magazine 

cites Vivian Hanson Meehan, the founder of the National Association of Anorexia 

Nervosa and Associated Disorders, and Angela Guarda, director of the eating-disorders 

program at John Hopkins Hospital. Along with the use of war metaphors used by Guarda, 

Meehan is quoted as saying pro-ana sites "are so grotesque" ("Web Worry"). Admittedly, 

the medical professionals did not write the article and probably did not ask for the story 

to be told in the magazine, but the juxtaposition of their words with words from a pro-ana 

expressing herself is distressing. The pro-ana website creator says the websites make 
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people feel "normal" because they can relate to the creator. How sad to take an 

expression of genuineness and use that to try to demonstrate how distasteful someone's 

actions are. 

Interviewing pro-anas is a fairly common tactic used to discredit their rhetoric. 

The irony of their own ideas being used to prove the pro-anas ridiculous or ill does not 

escape me, but I do think the interviews are conducted in such a way as to skew the data. 

An interview on the Minnesota Public Radio news website presents an interview in whole 

via a link after an article framing the sites as dangerous. This is done in spite of the 

interviews done with real teenage girls who share that the media in general provides 

intense pressure. Two of the girls tell about the pressure their own parents put on them to 

lose weight by telling them they are fat. None of the girls have visited a pro-ana website 

and yet each admits to behaviors associated with eating disorders (guilt after eating, 

concealing their practices, exercising to the point of throwing up). The author' s own 

interviews points to other factors besides the pro-ana websites as the cause of starting 

eating disorders behavior, yet the point of the article is to demonstrate how dangerous the 

pro-ana sites are. The interview shows the dual nature of pro-ana identity. The 

interviewee, "Mrs. Slim," talks about being willing to sacrifice her health for her weight 

loss goals and about working to stay alive like taking vitamins (Druley). Mrs. Slim also 

provides the standard issue statements about anorexia being about control. The assertions 

about anorexia being about control are so strong and so numerous that anyone studying 

the statements would begin to question whose rhetoric it really is. After all, a lot of 

people experience situations of no control but do not begin a practice of eating disorder 
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related behavior. I am not challenging the volumes of medical research relating control 

issues with eating disorders, but rather asking if the connection is not used as a broad 

brush stroke to cover a variety of finer details being overlooked. Future research would 

pair rhetorical analysis with more traditional scientific study to investigate what would 

cause someone to claim a pro-anorexic identity. I have already made connections with a 

scholar whose area is social work. He has been studying the personality traits of pro

anorexics. We are planning to write an article together looking more closely at 

information we can unearth by working inter-disciplinarily. 

Reporters are not the only source for pro-ana interviews though. After what I am 

sure was a repeated request for an interview, one pro-ana website posted an interview 

given to someone writing about pro-ED (pro-eating disorder) websites (not otherwise 

specified). The questions focus on the pro-ana websites a lot asking when she started 

visiting them and why. A quick look through the not otherwise specified website reveals 

that the interviewee does not consider herself to have anorexia hence the site name "not 

otherwise specified" ( a common diagnosis for eating disorder related behavior which 

does not fit neatly into anorexia or bulimia). The interviewee spends some time talking 

about herself and her site's place in the pro-ED world. She claims she does not like the 

hardcore sites which list only Ana Creeds or rules
21

. Instead, the interviewee prefers 

visiting forums. She says that, "I think about food/eating/weight/etc constantly, and I 

spend all day doing unrelated things with ED buzzing in the back of my head, it's 

relieving to be able to focus on it and find others to talk to about it with" (not otherwise 

specified). The sites much perform some kind of function for her since she visits one 
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forum daily. She continues, ' 'We (at the forum) can relate to each other more than anyone 

else in real life, whether we have a problem of idea or need to vent . .. .If I didn't got to the 

forum I wouldn't go anywhere, all of it would stay with me because I can' t talk to anyone 

in real life about this stuff' (not otherwise specified). This 18-year-old explains a lot 

about the online community of eating disorders. She does not enjoy sites that just tell her 

how to be anorexic, but rather prefers the forum environment where she can find 

acceptance and honest interaction. 

While looking for pro-ana websites over the last few years, I have noticed it has 

become increasingly difficult to find the sites. This difficulty is not only the result of 

search engines such as Yahoo! removing the sites from its services or because so many 

sites come down when the creators choose recovery, but rather mostly because the sites 

just are not being created as often as they were. Several theories exist for the creation of 

fewer pro-ana websites, but the interviewee provides what is probably the most realistic 

answer; the majority of people interested in pro-ana online communities are moving 

towards forums instead of websites. A third generation of pro-ana sites is emerging. 

Third generation sites are using the free forums easily accessible on the internet. By using 

these free, supported sites, no single person is responsible for creating, maintaining or 

monitoring the space. Also, these spaces allow for a greater amount of interaction among 

the users. Whatever else they may have been about, pro-ana web sites have always been 

about communication and support. Because everyone has the opportunity to participate at 

any level, including just lurking, the forums still maintain the ability to create liminal 
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spaces just as the previous generations did. Many of the forums take on the resistance that 

first generation web sites had to admitting that anorexia is an eating disorder. 

Xanga, a popular weblog forum, hosts many pro-anorexia weblogs and blogrings. 

An article on CounsellingResource.com highlights the growing pro-ana community on 

Xanga and emphasizes several key concerns I have had with the treatment of pro-anas, 

both medically and socially. The author addresses the groups and sites which exist only 

to battle pro-ana communities, naming them anti-pro-anorexia sites (anti-pros). In an 

attempt to put the focus back on the people with anorexia, the author says~ "[I] believe 

that legitimate medical concern for the well being of people who are anorexic ( or who 

aspire to be anorexic) remains entirely compatible with fundamentally respecting them 

and the choices they make with regard to their own bodies" ("Pro Anorexia on Xanga"). 

The author addresses the problems with so vehemently attacking pro-ana sites especially 

if one goal of doing so is to reach those who are or wish to be anorexic. Addressing the 

concern over whether or not a health professional' s job is to respect or protect a patient, 

the author says "for those who care about people suffering from anorexia or who want to 

become anorexic, is to listen, to establish psychological contact and to attempt to 

understand - however uncomfortable or disagreeable it might seem - to attempt to 

understand how the world looks from the other person's perspective" ("Pro Anorexia on 

Xanga"). This therapist and author completely understands·Booth's listening rhetoric in 

the best sense of it. While holding adamantly to the belief that both anorexia and pro

anorexia practices are potentially dangerous, the communicator abides by a belief system 

which still privileges the voice and input from another perspective. Through an exchange 
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which this rhetor initiates, any person would be invited into a safe place for conversation 

knowing that the rhetor's primary agenda is to communicate openly and honestly. 

Patrick Davies and Zara Lipsey also advocate therapists and doctors paying closer 

attention to pro-anorexia websites rather than dismissing them or worse downplaying 

them in their article "Ana's Gone Surfing". Drawing from their own experiences working 

with people with eating disorders, the authors argue that the only way the medical 

community may ever really know what goes on in the head of an anorexic person is 

through pro-ana websites. Far from supporting pro-anorexia, Davies and Lipsey believe 

that doctors working with people with anorexia should know about the support, positive 

or negative does not matter, that can be received online and about the "anti-medical view 

of medicine", as they refer to it, which exists on most websites. Being aware of this 

information could help them work better/differently with their patients and potential 

patients. A far cry from the directors of eating disorder clinics who call for the pro-ana 

websites to be shut down or even for lawsuits to be brought against the website creators, 

the therapists discussed here (the author from CounsellingResouce.com and Davies and 

Lipsey) ask for a much more invitational approach to working with the pro-ana 

community. 

Some scholars are taking a more considerate look at pro-ana websites too. Besides 

Karen Dias' article in the Journal of International Women's Studies discussed earlier, 

Debra Ferreday's article "Unspeakable Bodies: Erasure, Embodiment and the Pro-Ana 

Community" in the International Journal of Cultural Studies connects the pro-ana 

websites to women's studies. Leaning on scholarship by Julia Kristeva and Susan Bordo, 
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F erreday' s research focuses on self-erasure in online environments. Studying the use of 

the body as the foundation for the creation of an online community, rather than escaping 

from the body online, Ferreday argues that pro-ana communities are ideal because the 

'"different' 'sick' bodies are made visible and [so] it is possible to speak out about one's 

experiences of embodiment and of encountering abuse and prejudice as a result of being 

positioned as other" (287). Because pro-anas are not ashamed of their bodies, in fact 

flaunt their bodies, they asswne the attention normally not given to people with eating 

disorders. General media and the medical community ask people with eating disorders to 

reject their bodies, fear and loathe them. Because they will not do what is expected of 

them, pro-anas are acting out a resistance to more than just the body image ideals being 

pressed upon them. "It is, I think, this refusal to become disembodied, this resistance to 

popular ideals of virtual community as a space in which one can take on white male 

privilege by becoming unmarked, that has led to calls for the sites to be removed" (287). 

The backlash of fury surrounding pro-ana sites seems to hint at something more than just 

concern for their well-being. After all, there are still plenty of sites that discuss ways to 

get drunk or any number of other potentially problematic behaviors. Those sites and the 

creators who belong to them do not generate the type of anger and public attack that pro

anas have. Pro-ana websites do more than just rebel; they attack the very power structures 

which worked to create them in the first place. 

F erreday describes how the language displays "disgust" ( a term she quotes 

directly from a critic) not only for pro-ana communities, but also for anorexics 

themselves, specifically their bodies. The reactions of the people interviewed and the 
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authors themselves are often for the images used on the sites of the web creator, extreme 

anorexics, or public figures used as inspiration. Mixed messages are sent by the critics of 

pro-ana websites because while part of their reaction is directly aimed at the individual 

the other part is for the community as a whole. F erreday notes that much of the resistance 

to the idea that pro-ana communities offer support is because pro-ana critics believe the 

only real support can come from the medical community. Holding to the American 

ideology of medical treatment, pro-ana critics think that a person must reject illness and 

submit to medical experts - no exceptions. Pro-anas further frustrate their critics because 

they do not disappear into medical treatment once diagnosed. In fact, their constant 

reappearance only serves to prove even more to their critics just how dangerous their 

beliefs, not their actual practices mind you, are. Ferreday looks at the hysteria associated 

with pro-ana websites which comes from believing the sites are spreading like some kind 

of infectious disease which will, if left untreated, affect all people. This fear is often used, 

she claims, to justify censoring the websites, but the removal of the sites usually results in 

their reappearance somewhere else or others to appear. The rebellious nature of not 

disappearing when you've been encouraged, sometimes forced to do so, causes the 

hysteria to heighten. 

Academics are slow to address issues facing our culture. While the popular media 

jumped on the topic of pro-ana websites when they were flourishing most, the scholarly 

sources found for this project were all done on the tail end of the pro-ana trend, including 

this dissertation project. Part of this lag could be blamed on the time-intensive process of 

scholarly publishing, thus confirming my argument that scholars should begin sharing 
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their work in venues outside of academia. I find it interesting to note though that of all 

three articles I have addressed from scholarly journals, the only three I could find, have 

been written by people who live outside of the United States (Dias from Canada, 

Ferreday and Davies and Lipsey from England). Is the lack of American publications 

because of less interest or less awareness? Awareness should not be the problem, since 

the topic was thoroughly covered in popular sources and by emerging scholars. Six 

master' s theses and one honors thesis show a heightened awareness of the importance of 

pro-anorexia websites among those with a finger on the pulse of what is pertinent to 

popular culture, particularly online culture. Perhaps then, as popular culture becomes 

more readily available through the internet and hundreds of cable channels, those who 

use those media more often will begin to investigate it more too. 

Pro-anorexia.websites have something more to teach us than how to communicate 

with a group of people identified as having an eating disorder, although that is certainly 

part of the larger picture too. Pro-ana websites provide a case study for the liminal spaces 

which are created when pressure placed upon an identity marker is so great that the 

persons who hold it have no choice but to push back or else be squashed out. Just as 

Ferreday discussed in her article, the pro-.ana community has refused erasure and in so 

doing has caused an uproar not just with the medical community but with the general 

public which wishes to see anorexic bodies removed from sight. The current political 

climate in this country is such that legislation is being created to limit civil rights, such as 

marriage, for American citizens instead of expanding. The lines between church and state 

are being erased. Colonialist ideologies are transforming into policy in the interest of big 
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business. Identities are readily becoming big box formations following the trend of mega 

churches and planned communities. Throughout the country religious and political 

identities are melding so that each person is no longer an individual, but instead a part of 

the whole, which could be positive if the current trend did not demand the removal of any 

''other" identity in the process. The presidential administration has successfully worked to 

create a political environment where disagreement with any policy is equivalent to 

unpatriotic action. Exploiting religion and faith to propagate the political agenda works to 

further establish the identity of American with that of Christian. Hence, to be a good 

American is to be a good Christian. I want to stress that I do not have a problem with 

either the construct of or identity of either American or Christian. What I am concerned 

about is the thoughtless appropriation of identities and thus ideologies that comes with 

mass produced versions of these identities and their effects on our political climate. The 

liminal spaces created by pro-anorexia websites works to counter the assumptions of 

hegemonic identity. 

The pro-ana liminal spaces by nature of their very existence work as counter 

argument to any ideas that identity can be mass produced. By being anorexic, a person 

works against the societal norms of body image. By being pro-anorexic, a person further 

works against those norms, but adds a struggle against medical dogma. Most importantly, 

being pro-anorexic means accepting yourself, all of your self, even those parts that are 

contradictory, complicated or undesired. Claiming that which others reject, suppress or 

work to erase challenges audiences to construct new ways to understand identity. 

Because of this, it does not matter if a person moves in and out of recovery or if the 
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person is ill or well. When a person has reached the point where this mestiza identity 

can/should be communicated to others, the rhetoric which ensues is both persuasive and 

invitational in nature. The rhetoric must be invitational since there is a sincere gesture 

behind the effort to communicate about identity as evidenced in pro-ana communities by 

the rampant use of email and biogs. Further the shift in first-generation to second

generation sites highlights the willingness to listen to other perspectives and incorporate 

them into personal understandings of identity. The rhetoric must be persuasive since so 

few people are willing to listen long enough to really hear what is being said. Pro-anas 

have devised strategies, such as visual symbols, to help communicate their intentions. 

Pro-anas also have a lot to teach about identity. First and foremost, pro-anas 

establish that identity is intensely personal and that even those identities which are not 

"good" for us are part of us. Pro-anas, often through their critics, show that rejecting 

identities outright does not change behavior. Pretending that pro-anorexia identity does 

not exist or working to silence it through removing their websites only pushes a 

community further underground. Several years ago finding a pro-ana website through a 

major search engine was easy to do. Now, after personal and public attack, the sites often 

can only be located by following a webring. 

Identities are complicated; they reveal pieces of ourselves which are complicated. 

Pro-anorexics show that it is okay, good even, to embrace those parts of ourselves we do 

not like, do not want, so that we can see our selves as a whole. If we can learn to accept 

ourselves as a whole then we are better equipped to accept others that way too. 

Compassion, then, becomes an important quality of pro-ana identity. Ideally, ifwe are 
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able to accept those things about our selves that we do not like, we will have a better 

ability to accept others. The pro-anas are asking for people not to force them into their 

own conceptions of the world and instead talk with them, not about them. Accepting 

others is about understanding that others will do/think things that we do not or that we do 

not want others to either. Acceptance is about letting go and about releasing the desire to 

control other people's lives. A message of honesty is attached to the pro-anas and their 

rhetoric. The message asks people to be honest about whom you are and if who you are 

changes, for example first generation to second pro-ana websites, then be honest about 

that. Claim it. Talk about it. Be honest about how you feel about who you are and give 

yourself the space, the opportunity, to change to become who you want to be. 

Social change is always happening, but currently it is happening in an age of 

intolerance for difference of identity. The strategy for those who want to see a more 

inclusive society cannot be the same as those who want a less inclusive one. In other 

words, inclusive groups cannot reject that which is new or troubling to us. Academics in 

particular should be knowledgeable enough to know that placing someone in the category 

of "outsider" does not make her or him go away or change to fit the dominant ideology. 

Using listening and invitational rhetoric will guide social change activists in a direction 

which stands a much better chance of creating the world we want to have. Following the 

famed quotation of Gandhi, social change activists working for a more inclusive world 

must "be the change you want to see in the world." If we do so, we will have a greater 

significance to our work, our research, than just a vitae line. Even something more than 

just what we are interested in at the moment. There needs to be a real desire to do the 
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work of social change. In the first chapter, I talked about Lennard Davis' letter to the 

editor of a newspaper talking about the movie Million Dollar Baby. How many scholars 

. are so vested in their work that they would write to a newspaper to talk about it? Perhaps 

almost as important is to ask whether or not our work is appropriate for a popular source 

like a newspaper. I am not claiming that scholarly endeavors into popular culture are 

more important than those in high culture, but I do believe that they are just as important. 

I also assert that more forays into popular culture need to be taken if scholars want to 

redeem their status as educators in America. 

People who identify as pro-anorexic may not know exactly who they are nor who 

they will be tomorrow. But, pro-anas provide a valuable model for investigating identity 

and the place of identity in American culture. Foucault says, "I don't feel that it is 

necessary to know exactly who I am. The main interest in life and work is to become 

someone else that you were not in the beginning .... The game is worthwhile insofar as we 

don' t know what will be the end" (9 Truth, Power, Self). Is the identity of pro-anorexics 

important? Yes, if for no other reason than it helps to make sense of a piece of a person 

for how he or she feels right now. Sometimes discovering those pieces of yourself, 

naming them even, will lead later to other identities and sometimes she or he will work to 

reify what is truly important. The point is that pro-ana identity reveals the power 

structures at play in American culture over who gets to create and how he or she gets to 

create identity. The use of the internet as the primary media for not only communicating 

about but also establishing his or her identity says a lot about the power located in each 

person to define himself or herself and of audience members to choose which messages 
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they are willing to hear. As rhetoricians and scholars, our jobs are not to judge the 

identity or people behind pro-anorexia. Instead, "My role .. .is to show people that they 

are much freer than they feel, that people accept as truth, as evidence, some themes which 

have been built up at a certain moment during history, and that this so-called evidence 

can be criticized and destroyed" (Foucault 10 Truth, Power, Self). As in the student 

encounter I described at the beginning of the chapter, my role was to show that someone 

who identifies as a Republican, Baptist daughter could believe in the ideologies of a 

Green Party candidate or that perhaps her identities had shifted - not making her any less 

American, Christian or family. She could still be herself and be different; she could 

change her mind. "To change something in the minds of people - that's the role of an 

intellectual" (Foucault 10 Truth, Power, Self). 

Again though, the question will arise why I chose pro-anorexia websites to 

demonstrate liminal spaces of social change. Sure, they are interesting and novel, but 

admittedly a bit bizarre and fringe. Can they really hold up to the rigors of intellectual 

inquiry? Pro-anorexia websites and the rhetoric created by them are really not so special. 

They represent a larger group of identities still struggling with representation in 

American culture and life. Most people consider the civil rights movement to have ended 

in the 1960s, but those with "other" identity markers know that the struggle continues 

each day. Twenty-first century politics asks us to believe that any prejudices that exist 

now are natural. They are not, and they should be fought at every opportunity. Exposing 

those opportunities is a long intellectual tradition. Foucault explains it well: 
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I deal with obscure figures and processes for two reasons: The political 
and social processes by which the W estem European societies were put in 
order are not very apparent, have been forgotten, or have become habitual. 
They are part of our most familiar landscape, and we don't perceive them 
anymore. But most of them once scandalized people. It is one of my 
targets to show people that a lot of things that are a part of their landscape 
- that people think are universal - are the result of some very precise 
historical changes. All my analyses are against the idea of universal 
necessities in human existence. They show the arbitrariness of institutions 
and show which space of freedom we can still enjoy and how many 
changes can still be made. (Foucault 11 Truth, Power, Self) 

To begin to see the possibilities is to begin to create new possibilities. The purpose is to 

create a system where the introduction of new identities results in conversations about 

why those identities are needed and how they will work to create future structures of 

power. "I think that to imagine another system is to extend our participation in the present 

system" (Foucault 230 Counter Memory). Simply existing in a system does not 

guarantee participation in it, and contrary to much current political thought, challenging 

the system does ensure participation. 

Identity rhetoric is the nucleus of the self. To know who you are and 

communicate about it or to communicate to find out who you are is the heart of being the 

change you want to see in the world, but only if the communication is honest and 

complete. As individuals change so will society and vice versa, creating a cycle with 

constant investigation of the self. The spiral effects reflected by this process means that 

identity rhetoric drives social change. For this reason, an individual must be as honest and 

thorough about her or his identity as possible. "The individual must become answerable 

through and through: all of his constituent moments must not only fit next to each other 
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in the temporal sequence of his life, but must also interpenetrate each other in the unity of 

guilt and answerability" (Bakhtin 2 Art and Answerability). Each identity marker has 

ripple effects on the world; therefore, we must assume that when someone adopts one 

there are real and powerful reasons for doing so. Knowing and recognizing the power that 

each individual has to effect change in the world simply be being herself or himself 

means a great deal of responsibility for intellectuals of rhetoric because it falls upon them 

to communicate that message. This is a powerful message to say the least. Our current 

political climate does not want the public to know how much power they truly have 

preferring to have people believe it is something only a precious few can and should 

have. Revealing how power really operates would destroy the image of the group identity 

so desperately needed to maintain policies which privilege so few. Foucault explains it 

this way: 

Power must be analysed as something which circulates, or rather as 
something which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never 
localised here or there, never in anybody' s hands, never appropriated as a 
commodity or piece of wealth. Power is employed and exercised through a 
net-like organisation. And not only do individuals circulate between its 
threads; they are always in the position of simultaneously undergoing and 
exercising this power. They are not only its inert or consenting target; they 
are always also the elements of its articulation. In other words, individuals 
are the vehicles of power, not its points of application. (98 

Power/Knowledge) 

It is important that I say that pro-anorexia websites reveal as much as they change 

the social climate of American society. A group primarily composed of arguably "sick" 

teenage and young adult women have claimed an identity which rejects the medical 

community, establishes their own support system, and mocks popular interpretations of 
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body image. Pro-anas have single-handedly performed a Bahktinian carnivaI22. While 

part of their carnival is carried out through their physical bodies, the other part is carried 

out in cyberspace where they lack a physical body and instead are left to perform only 

through the symbols of words and theories about identity. The websites of a 

proportionally minute number of people have caused ripples of social change throughout 

countries, medias, and ideologies. Pro-ana websites prove that the new space for social 

change is the space of identity. 
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ENDNOTES 

1. Downer, Christa, Morgan Gresham, Roxanne Kirkwood, and Sandi Reynolds. 

"Who's Really a Cyber-Feminist? Women Write Back: The Rhetoric of Pro-Ana 

Websites." Webbing Cyberfeminist Practice (Hampton Press) due in late 2005 or 2006. 

2. Master's theses include John DeBerry's "The Sacred Metaphors of Pro-Anorexia: A 

Case Study of Pro-Anorexic Web Sites" (2003), Carrie Ann Platt's "Starving for 

Acknowledgement: A Rhetorical Analysis of Pro Eating Disorder Websites" (2004 ), 

Weslynn Patricia Reed's "Typing and Starving: A Textual Analysis of Pro-Anorexic 

Web Pages and Online Journals" (2003), Jennifer Cooper's "Nothing Tastes As Good As 

Thin Feels: Pro-Anorexia Groups on the Internet" (2004), Dana Stolte's "Pro-Anorexia 

Web Sites: Surviving Internet Censorship" (2002), and Lauren Gulbas' "Thin Junkies: 

Pro-Anorexia in Cyberspace" (2004).Lindsay Schall's 2004 honors thesis is "The Irony 

of Pro-Anorexia Websites: The Two Faces of Support." 

3. Morgan Gresham first noticed this trend by following many sites over several years. 

Her knowledge and scholarship is both acknowledged and appreciated. 

4. I acknowledge that Sonja Foss herself, one of the authors oflnviting Transformation, 

rejects the idea that invitational and persuasive rhetoric can co-exist. 
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5. Numerous sources look into the issue of representation for both people of color and 

people with disabilities. A collection by Gina Dent entitled Black Popular Culture is a 

good starting point as is Lennard Davis' The Disability Studies Reader. 

6. Alexander Sanger, the grandson of activist Margaret Sanger, in his book Beyond 

Choice: Reproductive Freedom in the 21st Century believes that part of the reason 

advocates of women's reproductive rights struggle so hard to keep abortion legal is 

because the focus is often on not upsetting people by talking openly about abortion but 

rather pro-choice. 

7. This theory refers to Bakhtin's architectonics which will be discussed in greater detail 

in later chapters. 

8. I claim the group is loosely connected since their identity marker is both imposed and 

random. Very often other identity markers would serve to bind members more 

effectively, but because of rampant racism in the United States, members are often 

associated only by this marker. 

9. This is also a common theme in disability studies scholarship. 

1 O. The popular representations and scholarly research into pro-anorexia will be discusses 

in later chapters. 

11. This article was published in off our backs, a feminist newsjournal over thirty years 

old. While this source is not a traditional scholarly source, it does represent a very active 

public intellectual sector in women's rights. 
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12. I take issue with one part of his definition - the use of the word "intends". I believe 

rhetoric can happen unintentionally, unconsciously if you will. 

13. Rather than denote every time there is a grammatical or mechanical error in the text 

cited from websites, I am stating now that all quotations are direct from the websites with 

no changes whatsoever. Many of these quotations contain multiple errors, but none that 

hinder meaning. 

14. Morgan Gresham offered this theory through several conference presentations and 

forthcoming articles. 

15. Particularly of note for this dissertation are The Archaeology of Knowledge, Madness 

and Civilization, Power/Knowledge, and The Birth of the Clinic. 

16. Foucault's Madness and Civilization and The Birth of the Clinic and disability studies 

scholar Simi Linton look at the fluidity of illness. 

17. Simi Linton's Claiming Disability addresses the connection between the Deaf 

Community and disability. 

18. At this time I would like to acknowledge the huge battle over right-to-die practices. I 

in no way intend to claim that the majority of Americans favor euthanasia or physician

assisted suicide. Rather, I claim that the terminally ill are given some latitude, perhaps 

even admiration, for refusing medical treatment in the final stages of their illness. 

19. Architectonics comes mostly from Art and Answerability. 

20. From Kenneth Burke's Language as Symbolic Action. 
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21 . Many pro-ana websites include an Ana Creed which lays out the rules for living a 

pro-ana life. 

22. From Mikhail Bakhtin's Rabelais and His World. 
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